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Abstract

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small RNAs that have important roles in posttranscriptional gene regulation in a wide range of species. This regulation is controlled
by having miRNAs directly bind to a target messenger RNA (mRNA), causing it to be
destabilized and degraded, or translationally repressed. Identifying miRNA targets has
been a large area of focus for study; however, a lack of generally high-throughput
experiments to validate direct miRNA targeting has been a limiting factor. To overcome
these limitations, computational methods have become crucial for understanding and
predicting miRNA-gene target interactions.
While a variety of computational tools exist for predicting miRNA targets, many
of them are focused on a similar feature set for their prediction. These commonly used
features are complementarity to 5’seed of miRNAs and evolutionary conservation.
Unfortunately, not all miRNA target sites are conserved or adhere to canonical seed
complementarity. Seeking to address these limitations, several studies have included
energy features of mRNA:miRNA duplex formation as alternative features. However,
different independent evaluations reported conflicting results on the reliability of
energy-based predictions. Here, we reassess the usefulness of energy features for
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mammalian target prediction, aiming to relax or eliminate the need for perfect seed
matches and conservation requirement.
We detect significant differences of energy features at experimentally supported
human miRNA target sites and at genome-wide interaction sites to Argonaute (AGO)
protein family members, which are essential parts of the miRNA machinery complex.
This trend is confirmed on data sets that assay the effect of miRNAs on mRNA and
protein expression changes, where a statistically significant change in expression is
noted when compared to the control. Furthermore, our method also allows for
prediction of strictly imperfect sites, as well as non-conserved targets.
Recently, new methods for identifying direct miRNA binding have been
developed, which provides us with additional sources of information for miRNA target
prediction. While some computational target predictions tools have begun to
incorporate this information, they still rely on the presence of a seed match in the AGObound windows without accounting for the possibility of variations.
We investigate the usefulness of the site-level direct binding evidence in miRNA
target identification and propose a model that incorporates multiple different features
along with the AGO-interaction data. Our method outperforms both an ad hoc strategy
of seed match searches as well as an existing target prediction tool, while still allowing
for predictions of sites other than a long perfect seed match. Additionally, we show
supporting evidence for a class of non-canonical sites as bound targets. Our model can
v

be extended to predict additional types of imperfect sites, and can also be readily
modified to include additional features that may produce additional improvements.
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1. Introduction

A cell’s functions and viability depend upon its ability to properly regulate
expression of genes. To accomplish this task, cells maintain a complex mechanism of
gene regulation that occurs at multiple levels. At the transcription level, the most
fundamental units of gene regulation are transcription factors, which are proteins that
recognize and bind to specific region in the genome. Transcription factor binding can
increase target gene’s expression (activator), or decrease target gene’s expression
(repressor). While transcription factors are often the primary instruments for gene
regulation, a large amount of other components affect the regulation of gene expression.
Modifications to the chromosome structure can alter gene expression by causing regions
in the genome to be packed in different arrangements. Through the use of epigenetic
modifications, the packing of the chromosome can be altered to restrict accessibility to
genes of interest, allowing cells with identical genomes to have differential networks of
gene expression.
All of the methods discussed so far deal with the transcriptional regulation of a
gene: turning a gene into its respective messenger RNA (mRNA). For the majority of
genes, it must undergo a final step of translation: turning a gene from its mRNA into a
protein. Organisms have created a large variety of mechanisms to additionally regulate
gene expression during this step, and are referred to as post-transcriptional gene
1

regulation. One of the most important factors involved in post-transcriptional gene
regulation are RNA binding proteins (RBPs) and non-coding RNAs. RNA binding
proteins play a role in mRNA processing, protein production, mRNA degradation, and a
variety of steps that occur between transcription and translation. For the small RNA
regulators, microRNA (miRNA) is an important key factor that affects mRNA stability
and translation. The remainder of this thesis will focus on exploring and modeling the
role of miRNAs in post-transcriptional gene regulation.
MicroRNAs are small, non-coding RNAs that have important roles in posttranscriptional gene regulation in animals, plants, and even viruses. MiRNAs are
involved in a wide variety of cellular processes [1,2], and have been implicated as factors
involved in disease pathology [3]. MiRNAs cause post-transcriptional regulation by
interacting with the mRNA message of genes through the RNA-induced silencing
complex (RISC). The RISC allows miRNA to regulate genes through a variety of
approaches, such as destabilizing transcripts, promoting transcript degradation, and/or
inhibiting translation [3]. While a large number of miRNAs have been identified,
understanding the relationships between miRNAs and their gene targets has continued
to pose a difficult question to researchers. Identification of miRNA targets has been a
limiting step in studies on miRNA-based gene regulation. This is due to the generally
low throughput of experimental validation of miRNA direct targeting. High-throughput
methods that measure miRNA-induced effects at the genome-wide level cannot separate
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direct from indirect effects. Even with more recently developed methods that can
identify the mRNA locations that directly interact with the miRNA machinery at the
transcriptome level, the identity of the miRNA involved in the specific interaction is not
unambiguously identified [4].
To overcome these experimental limitations, computational methods for miRNA
target prediction have been an important component for understanding posttranscriptional regulation by miRNAs. Computational prediction of miRNA targets
often involves composing a predictive model of miRNA predictive targets based a
variety of observed features (e.g. sequence, conservation). While the commonly used
features help reduce false-positive prediction, imposing stringent rules or strict
requirement can result in false-negative predictions of non-canonical target sites. The
motivation of this thesis is to investigate the usefulness of incorporating additional
features to use in place of the strict requirements with the ultimate aim of generating a
more robust target prediction tool.

Outline of thesis
Chapter 2 provides background information on miRNA, which includes
biogenesis, mechanisms of action, and experimental and computational methods for
miRNA target identification.
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Chapter 3 covers the first aim to assess usefulness of thermodynamics properties
of mRNA:miRNA duplex for miRNA target identification. I will investigate the
performance of the energy features under a relaxed seed match requirement and
without the use of conservation, which can be useful in creating a more robust target
prediction tool that allows for imperfect site and non-conserved target predictions.

Chapter 4 focuses on the use of site-level direct binding information in miRNA
target identification, and introduces an integrated miRNA target prediction tool that
makes use of such binding data, along with other features, to improve accuracy of
miRNA target prediction. A mode of non-canonical target sites will also be investigated.

Chapter 5 summarizes main ideas and findings of the thesis, as well as future
directions.

4

2 Background

This chapter provides background information on relevant aspects of miRNAs
and studies on miRNA-based gene regulation in animals, with a particular focus on
miRNA target identification.

2.1 microRNA biology
2.1.1 microRNA biogenesis
While miRNAs exist in many species, animal miRNAs are often a large focus of
study. These miRNAs are often 21-23 nucleotides in length and are derived from a
precursor: primary miRNA (pri-miRNA), which can be located inside a gene’s transcript
(both coding and non-coding), and can be a part of an exon or an intron [5]. Most
miRNA genes are transcribed by RNA Polymerase II [6].
In canonical miRNA biogenesis, a part of the primary transcript folds into a
hairpin structure, and undergoes a series of processing steps to become a mature
miRNA (Figure 1). Specifically, an RNase III-type protein, Drosha, together with a
cofactor (DiGeorge syndrome critical region 8, DGCR8, in human or Pasha in
invertebrates), recognizes and binds to this stem-loop structure of the pri-miRNA [7-9].
Drosha then cleaves the pri-miRNA to generate a miRNA precursor (pre-miRNA),
which is roughly 70 nucleotides long [10]. This miRNA precursor is then exported from
5

nucleus to cytoplasm via a RanGTP/Exportin-5 complex [11,12]. In cytoplasm, another
RNase III class enzyme, Dicer, cleaves the pre-miRNA into a short miRNA duplex
[13,14]. The two strands are then separated, and upon processing, one of them is
preferentially assembled into a multi-protein complex, forming a functional
ribonucleoprotein complex called RNA Inducing Silencing Complex (RISC, miRISC, or
miRNP). The key component in this complex is a member the Argonaute protein family
(AGO), which directly binds to the miRNA strand and has a key role in mediating target
gene regulation [15-18].
MiRNAs can also be generated via a non-canonical pathway [19]. One alternative
pathway to produce pre-miRNAs is from mirtrons [20] (Figure 1). The mirtron
processing does not require Drosha but rather the nuclear splicing machinery [21].
Mirtrons (miRNA-liked introns) are short intronic regions that upon being spliced out,
their lariat structure is debranched, and the sequence then folds into a hairpin premiRNA. Additional trimming of the tail sequences might be required before the
remaining of the processing steps enters the canonical pathway [22,23]. Mirtrons have
been identified in invertebrates as well as mammals [24].
Apart from the canonical miRNA biogenesis and the mirtrons processing,
miRNAs can be generated via other processing pathways. For example, simtrons share
similarities with mirtrons but do not need the nuclear splicing machinery. Instead, the
processing of simtrons uses Drosha but without its cofactor (DGCR8), or Dicer [24].
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Another alternative formation can occur where miRNAs are generated via a Dicerindependent pathway with the use of AGO2 to cleave the pre-miRNA in vertebrates
[25,26]. Additionally, some miRNAs are believed to derive from RNAs other than
mRNAs/pre-mRNAs, such as snoRNA and tRNA [19].
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Figure 1: Canonical miRNA biogenesis pathway and mirtron processing
pathway in human.
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2.1.2 microRNA’s modes of action
To influence post-transcriptional regulation, miRNAs must be able to bind to
specific mRNA gene targets. This specificity occurs within the miRNA-recognition
element (MRE) of an mRNA. The MREs were originally believed to be in a gene’s
3’UTR—where most studies on miRNA-based gene regulation have focused on. Later
work has reported functional miRNA targets in the coding sequence of a gene (CDS) in
individual miRNA cases [27-29], as well as evidence from analyses on genome-wide
miRNA-induced expression change data [30,31]. However, functional effects are
stronger for targets in the 3’UTRs, and this is the focus of this thesis.
The binding of the RISC-bound miRNA deposits the Argonaute protein onto the
target, resulting in possible different modes of regulation: translational repression,
mRNA destabilization, or mRNA degradation. When complementarity between miRNA
and the target sequence is high—as in most cases of plant miRNAs—endonucleolytic
cleavage of the mRNA occurs at the position across from nucleotide 10 and 11 of the
miRNA [32-35].
In the case of most miRNA regulation in animals, miRNAs were found to
stipulate deadenylation at the poly-A tail of mRNA, which decreases stability of the
mRNA, and this event may be followed by removal of 5’cap of mRNA and/or enzymatic
mRNA decay [36-38]. Additionally, Argonaute proteins contain a PIWI domain, which
interacts with P-body proteins, and hence recruits the mRNA targets to P-bodies, where
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RNA-catabolizing enzymes and translational repressors are enriched [39,40]. For effects
on translation, miRNAs have been found to inhibit the initiation and elongation steps,
and cause co-translational peptide degradation and premature termination of translation
[38].
As a result of this large repertoire for post-transcriptional gene regulation,
miRNA interactions are widespread and are being increasingly acknowledged as a
fundamental component of gene regulation. The current version of miRNA database,
miRBase (Release 19.0), contains entries for 21,264 hairpin precursor miRNAs, and
25,141 mature miRNAs in 193 species [41,42]. The steep growth in the database size is
due to recent developments of deep-sequencing methods. Many miRNA genes have
been identified by deep-sequencing in combination with a computational approach that
looks for features of miRNA precursors and mature miRNAs [43]. Unfortunately, this
method still yields a false identification: a good portion of the miRNA entries have a
very low deep-sequencing read count and lack experimental validation of their
existence. Attempts to validate previously identified miRNAs have shown that some of
the entries in miRbase are in fact an artifact product of other RNAs [44].

2.2 Experimental microRNA target identification
A variety of experimental methods have been used to test miRNA targeting.
These methods range from low-throughput, individual target testing to high-throughput
10

experiments to test the steady-state, potentially indirect effect on the transcriptome or
proteome, and methods that identify interactions of mRNA targets to RISC.

2.2.1 Individual/specific targeting
2.2.1.1 Reporter assays
One common method to test a putative miRNA target is with the use of a
luciferase reporter assay to evaluate regulated gene expression. The putative target
sequence is inserted downstream of the luciferase coding sequence and upstream of the
poly-A signal. After transfection of the vectors with this chimeric mRNA, the miRNAinduced regulation can be determined by measuring light emission. If the regulation
occurs, the level of the chimeric mRNA should decrease, resulting in reduced
luminescence level. Plasmids that contain mutations in the target sequence can serve as
a negative control. In order to provide a control luminescence level for normalization,
two luciferase genes with different wavelength of light emission are commonly used: a
constitutively-expressed Renilla luciferase gene, and a firefly luciferase gene that
contains the candidate target sequence. The ratio of firefly to Renilla luciferase activity is
used to determine the regulation.
Even though a luciferase reporter assay can verify direct targeting, and is widely
used in studies on miRNAs, this method is low-throughput as it tests individual
targeting at a time. In addition, it generally only qualifies the effect of a small part of a
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3’UTR containing a potential target site, rather than the effect of a miRNA on the whole
endogenous locus.

2.2.1.2 Detection of cleavage product and other biochemical methods
When miRNA targeting results in mRNA cleavage, the cleavage products 3’ of
the cleavage site will have a 5’monophosphate end, which can be detected and mapped
via RNA ligase-mediated 5’ rapid amplification of cDNA end (RLM-5’RACE), followed
by (deep-)sequencing [34,45]. When the cleavage occurs, sequencing reads of the
5’RACE products should show the 5’ sequence starting after the cleavage site, which is
generally across the middle position (position 10-11) of the targeting miRNA [38].
However, since this method relies on cleavage of mRNA target, it is more commonly
used in plant miRNA target validation where miRNA targeting normally results in
mRNA cleavage.
Additional biochemical methods to identify miRNA targets include hybrid PCR
where reverse complementary sequence to miRNA seed is used as a primer [46], or a
selection-based assay that use chemical sensitivity screen for functional target [47].
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2.2.2 Effects on Transcriptome or proteome
2.2.2.1 MicroRNA manipulation in experiments
To measure the effect of miRNA-induced regulation at a genome-wide level, a
miRNA of interest can be manipulated in the experiment set, and the results can be
compared to the control set. There are multiple ways to manipulate miRNAs in the cell.
First, a miRNA gene can be (over-)expressed in the experiment. Second, a loss-offunction study can be conducted by a knockdown of miRNA gene, or by the use of
antagomirs or miRNA sponge constructs. Antagomirs are oligonucleotides with
sequence complementarity to the miRNA of interest, and therefore can bind and prevent
the miRNA from interacting with its targets, resulting in inhibition of regulation.
Generally, modified nucleotides are used to allow the antagomirs to stably bind to the
miRNA of interest; this is achieved by the use of locked nucleic acid (LNA) or 2’Omethyl oligonucleotide [48,49]. Besides sequestering miRNAs, antagomirs with
complementarity sequence to a target site of interest can also be used to block the target
site from a miRNA [50]. Alternatively, inhibition of function can be achieved by using
miRNA sponges. A miRNA sponge is a construct that contains multiple complementary
sites that are capable of binding and sequestering the miRNA away from its real targets,
without affecting the endogenous level of the miRNA [51].
Nevertheless, these miRNA manipulations are not without caveats: excess
amount of oligo mimics can cause toxicity or introduce off-target effects [52,53]. In
addition, over-expression of miRNA can potentially generate false positive results due
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to the much higher level of miRNA than a physiological level, or the excess level of
miRNA can saturate available RISC in the cell, and as a result affects the endogenous
miRNA regulation [52].
2.2.2.2 Methods for genome-wide microRNA target identification
MiRNA-induced effects on the cell’s transcriptome or proteome can be measured
through a variety of high-throughput methods. For the effects on mRNAs, a gene
expression analysis by microarray can be performed, allowing us to compare expression
profiles of the experiment vs a control. Alternatively, with the use of deep-sequencing
technology, a more recent RNA-seq method can be used instead of microarray [54]. In
contrast to microarray, RNA-seq provides more in-depth analysis of the data, as it is
capable of measuring more precise measures of the expressed transcripts. Additionally,
since RNA-seq does not require complementary probes, it is capable of measuring
expression profile at a much more detailed level, such as differences and effects on
transcript isoforms.
To measure the effect of miRNA at the protein level, the proteins in the
experiment set can be labeled using a stable isotope, followed by a quantitative mass
spectrometry analysis (stable isotope labeling with amino acid in cell culture; SILAC)
[55,56]. Mass spectrometry can discriminate the same protein fragments in the
experiment set (labeled/heavy amino acid) from the control set (light amino acid),
allowing us to measure the difference in protein abundance as a result of the miRNA.
14

Another variant of isotope labeling uses pulse labeling which measures the difference in
protein synthesis instead of protein abundance (pulsed-SILAC; pSILAC). In pSILAC,
two different isotopes are used (medium isotope in the experiment sample and heavy
isotope in the control sample; Figure 2). After purse-labeling of the labeled amino acids,
the newly-synthesized proteins will contain the heavy isotope in the control sample and
the medium isotope in the experiment sample. The ratio of heavy to medium fragments
reflects the effect a miRNA is having on translational regulation. [57]. These two labeling
methods complement each other in analyses of miRNA-induced effects on proteins:
SILAC measures changes in equilibrium levels of proteins while pSILAC measures
effects at the translation step.
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Figure 2: Diagram of a pSILAC experiment to measure effects of a miRNA on
protein synthesis. First, cells are grown in media with normal (light) amino acid
isotope for both transfection and control sets. Then the cells are transferred to the new
media that contain amino acids with medium (experiment set) or heavy (control set)
isotopes. Newly synthesis proteins will have medium or heavy isotopes. Cells are
then harvested, and the extracted proteins are quantified by mass spectrometry.
Intensity peaks on the mass spectrogram indicate the amount of each protein
fragment. Since different isotopes have distinct mass per charge ratios, they can all be
quantified simultaneously.

Besides isotope labeling, the effect of miRNA on translation can be measured by
ribosomal profiling, where ribosome-protected fragments are profiled by deep-
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sequencing. By comparing the read profiles of the protected fragments in the experiment
to the control set, the overall effects of miRNA on protein production can be measured
[58].
While these methods allow for high-throughput, broad-scale target
identification, they cannot separate direct from indirect regulatory effects. Genes with
observed change at the mRNA or protein level may not be caused by miRNA targeting
that particular gene, but rather by a downstream effect. Furthermore, we cannot rule out
effects from multiplicity and cooperativity of interactions when one or more miRNAs act
on multiple target sites in the same gene simultaneously [59,60].

2.2.3 Interaction with Argonaute protein family
The Argonaute protein family is a key component of the RISC and a fundamental
component to miRNA targeting. AGO protein family members directly interact with a
miRNA and its mRNA target; this results in downstream silencing effects. AGO proteins
are present in a wide range of species, and there are different numbers of AGO proteins
with functional diversity among them. In human, there are four AGO proteins (AGO14), all of which are involved in gene regulation by miRNAs, but only AGO2 has a
catalytic ability to cleave mRNA targets [15].
Because of the direct interaction between AGO proteins and mRNA targets,
Putative miRNA targets can be identified by pulling down mRNAs that are bound to
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AGO proteins in an immunoprecipitation experiment [61-63]. The pulled down mRNAs
can then be identified through traditional expression profiling methods such as
microarray or RNA-seq. One drawback of this co-immunoprecipitation method is that it
can only identify possible target genes but not the specific interaction sites. Additionally,
the experiment requires strongly associated mRNAs, which provides low sensitivity for
weak or transient interactions.
To overcome this limitation in identifying target interaction sites, UV crosslinking can be used along with the immunoprecipitation (CLIP: cross-linking and
immunoprecipitation) to help pinpoint RNA-protein interaction sites. The UV
irradiation causes proteins to covalently bind to the targeted mRNAs. Then RNAs in the
immunoprecipitate undergo a partial digestion, where cross-linked regions remain
intact and are subsequently identified by sequencing [64]. For instance, with the use of
next-generation sequencing technology, high-throughput sequencing of RNAs isolated
by cross-linking immunoprecipitation (HITS-CLIP) was used to identify AGO-mRNA
binding sites in mouse brain [64]. Nevertheless, the use of short wave UV in CLIP still
yields poor cross-linking efficiency, and can cause photo-damage to the RNAs.
Recently, a new method called PAR-CLIP (photoactivatable ribonucleosideenhanced cross-linking and immunoprecipitation) has been developed to overcome
these limitations inherit to previous CLIP methods. In PAR-CLIP experiment, cells are
grown in media with a photoactivatable nucleoside, 4-thiouridine (4SU), which will be
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incorporated in mRNAs in the cells. This modified nucleoside facilitates cross-linking by
UV radiation at 365 nm, and improves cross-linking efficiency: this method yielded a
100- to 1000-fold mRNA recovery compared to the conventional short wave UV crosslinking without 4SU [4]. The special chemistry of this nucleoside analog helps precisely
pinpoint the interaction site since the 4SU preferentially binds to guanine instead of
adenine during the cDNA generation. This in turns will result in thymine to cytosine (Tto-C) transition after the PCR-amplification step (Figure 3). This T-to-C transition serves
as a diagnostic mutation for AGO-mRNA interaction site.
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Figure 3: Diagram of a PAR-CLIP experiment procedure. With UV irradiation,
cross-linking between protein and mRNA occurs in regions with a direct contact. The
AGO proteins are then immunoprecipitated. Subsequent treatments with RNase T1
followed by proteinase result in the bound mRNA regions, which will undergo
cDNA synthesis and PCR amplification. During the cDNA synthesis, the cross-linked
4SU preferentially pairs with guanine, resulting in cytosine in the PCR products that
will be deep-sequenced.

The T-to-C transition patterns along with deep-sequencing read density profiles
can be used to map the AGO interaction sites [4,65]. Specifically, deep-sequencing reads
are first mapped to a reference genome. Then, the small regions with aligned reads that
are significantly enriched in the T-to-C transition over background can be identified
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(Figure 4). These regions can then be used to search for possible seed matches to identify
the candidate miRNA for the pulled down regions [65].

Figure 4: Density plot example of an AGO-interaction region in the 3’UTR of
LY75. Shown are the signal T-to-C transition profile vs background, which are
computed by the software PARalyzer [65]. This interaction region contains an 8-mer
seed match to an EBV miRNA: ebv-bart1-5p.

Another modification of CLIP methods that increases resolution of binding site
identification is iCLIP (individual-nucleotide resolution CLIP). This method does not
use photo-reactive nucleosides or cDNA mutation to determine interaction site. Rather,
it makes use of the fact that some cDNAs are truncated at the cross-linking site due to
the remnants of amino acids left on the RNA after the proteinase K treatment [66]. A
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circularization of cDNA is used in order to reveal the exact nucleotide at the crosslinking site via high-throughput sequencing [67].
While these CLIP assays allow us to identify miRNA target based on AGOinteraction, they do not allow us to identify a specific miRNA that interacts with the
AGO-bound mRNA. Additionally, non-specific binding can result in false-positives as
non-target sites are pulled down. Such non-specificity and false positives provide us
with a computational challenge in accurately identifying miRNA and its target.

2.3 Computational microRNA target prediction
While many miRNAs have been identified, until recently a relatively small
portion of targets had been experimentally validated. This is largely due to the low
throughput manner that is generally accompanied with biological validation of direct
targeting. As described in the previous section, high-throughput methods that identify
differential transcriptome expressions or miRNA-induced effects on proteome do not
separate direct from indirect targeting. Even with recent developments that enable largescaled identification of a direct interaction between miRNA and mRNA, these methods
typically cover the ensemble of active miRNAs rather than a single gene.
At this point, computational approaches are the dominant force in miRNA target
identification, and numerous methods have been developed to assist identification of
miRNA targets. These approaches can reduce the number of likely targets to a more
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manageable number for experimental validation. Unfortunately, creating accurate target
prediction tools has been an ongoing challenge, as several studies have shown that
predicted target sets differ among target prediction tools [68,69]. Some of the nonoverlapping predicted targets may be a result of different 3’UTR sequences used;
however, even when using the same sequence set for target prediction, a large portion of
predicted targets from different tools provide little overlap [70].

2.3.1 Features in computational microRNA target prediction tools
Multiple features have been shown to be informative for miRNA target
prediction. Most prediction methods make strong assumptions on the type of matches to
the target sequence, in particular to the so-called seed region, which spans the first eight
nucleotides of the miRNA [71,72]. Target sites with perfect complementarity to positions
2-7 or 2-8 are typically called canonical sites. The presence of an adenine base across
from position 1 of miRNA (A1) is also used in miRNA target prediction tools [72].
Besides Watson-Crick base pairing, G-U base pairs in miRNA-target duplexes are also
included in some target prediction tools, albeit allowing a limited number [68,73,74].
Additional “context” features used in miRNA target prediction include, among others,
AU content around the target site, relative target site location in the 3’UTR, and pairing
across 3’region of miRNA [60,75].
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The second commonly used feature in target prediction tools is evolutionary
conservation, which provides a strong signal as many functional miRNA targets were
found to be in conserved regions of the 3’UTRs [76,77]. Varieties of conservation feature
have been used in miRNA target prediction. In earlier tools, conservation was simply
used to filter for candidate target sites, where the presence of putative sites in other
species are required [78], or as a pre-processing screen for likely 3’UTR regions [79].
Later developments accounted for more complex and specific conservation features. For
example, conservation of a target site is modeled in terms of selectivity of functional
targeting, as opposed to just the indicator presence of the site in other species [80].
Alternatively, the differences in overall conservation in the UTRs were accounted for
when determining functional conservation of a target: target sites in a highly-evolving
region are more likely to suggest conserved targeting than sites in UTRs that are more
uniformly conserved [81].
Even though using 5’seed complementarity and conservation help reduce the
number of false-positive predictions, there are limitations to these key features.
Requiring perfect complementarity to the 5' seed region of a miRNA will leave out
target candidates with imperfect seed match, such as those reported in [82-85]. A recent
study reported centered sites, which lack perfect 5’ seed pairing but instead have
contiguous base pairs from position 4 or 5 to position 14 or 15 of the miRNA [45]. Other
work has proposed bulge site pairing, which has a one-nucleotide bulge in the mRNA
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target region across the miRNA seed [86]. Target prediction tools that require perfect
seed complementarity will not be able to predict any of these newly discovered
imperfect site types.
Furthermore, miRNA targets that are not widely conserved will be missed if
evolutionary conservation is required. A seed-relaxed approach is especially crucial in
the context of viral miRNAs, which are used to regulate their own as well as their host’s
genes [87]; conservation-based target prediction is not applicable here as viruses evolve
too fast and are typically highly adapted to a specific host [88]. It was also found that
some viral miRNAs with extensive sequence similarity to host miRNAs have been
shown to differentially target genes [89,90]. In these instances, traditional seed-based
predictors will not be able to predict differences in genes targeted by either miRNA.

2.3.2 Energy features
As an alternative approach, various studies have shown that thermodynamic
properties of mRNA:miRNA duplex formation can be used as an effective signal of
functional miRNA or siRNA targeting [68,74,91,92]. The underlying concept of using
thermodynamic properties is that gene regulation by miRNAs involves a direct binding
between a miRNA and its mRNA target. This binding may be considered in terms of
thermodynamics as a process where free energy changes occur via formation of a duplex
between miRNA and mRNA, and such changes may help identify miRNA targets.
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There are two main aspects that thermodynamic properties of the duplex
formation are used in miRNA target prediction. First, stability of the final
mRNA:miRNA duplex is used to determine efficiency of binding, and hence targeting.
The duplex stability is represented by the energy change that occurs when miRNA
forms base pairs with the unpaired target region in the mRNA: hybridization energy
(∆GH; Figure 5).

Figure 5: Diagram of mRNA:miRNA duplex formation steps.
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Another way to use thermodynamics properties of mRNA:miRNA duplex
formation is via accessibility of the target region in mRNA. Target accessibility is based
on the idea that single-stranded mRNAs in the cell should have base pairing within the
molecule, resulting in some forms of secondary structures within itself (Figure 5). These
secondary structures around the miRNA target site can impede miRNA binding to the
target site. To allow the duplex formation to occur, the mRNA’s internal secondary
structures around the target have to be disrupted, making the target site more accessible.
The energy change in opening up the target region is represented by disruption energy
(∆Gopen).
Energy features may implicitly reflect other useful features in miRNA target
prediction without having to impose stringent or specific rules. Specifically, context
features, such as higher AU content of the region surrounding the target site or close
proximity to the 3’UTR end, can be reflected in good accessibility of the target region.
This is because AU-rich regions or 3’UTR ends should have less tight mRNA secondary
structures. Additionally, canonical seed match and/or compensatory 3’ base pairing
should translate to good hybridization energy, and without explicitly modeling specific
seed match rules, energy features can allow for prediction of imperfect target sites.
The free energy change involved in mRNA:miRNA duplex formation may thus
serve as a key predictor for miRNA targets. Continuous-valued thermodynamic features
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may also allow prediction of actual levels of suppression caused by miRNAs instead of a
binary yes or no decision. Furthermore, using energy criteria, instead of perfect seed
pairing, to determine good binding would allow for prediction of imperfect target sites.
Taken together, using energy features may help create a more general and robust
miRNA target prediction tool.

2.3.3 Site-level AGO-binding information
Recent development of high-throughput methods to identify AGO-interaction
regions in mRNA have allowed us to identify specific miRNA target regions in mRNA
Protocols to obtain this direct binding evidence at the genome-wide level have been
developed quite recently, and while some target prediction tools have referred to these
data sets to evaluate the predictive power [74,92], published approaches in general have
not made use of this site-level binding information. By combining AGO-interaction data
with other features previously used in computational miRNA target prediction tools, we
hope to improve the accuracy and robustness of miRNA target identification.
Nevertheless, a challenge remains as we lack evidence for identification of
miRNA that targets the AGO-bound region of interest. So far, identification of miRNA
that targets these AGO-bound regions mainly relies on a canonical seed match search to
a population of expressed miRNAs in the cell. In addition, even with a method to
account for background T-to-C transition [65], there is room for improvement in
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distinguishing meaningful signal from non-specific binding. And these are motivations
of this thesis to investigate an effective way to use such binding data in miRNA target
identification.
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3. Energy features for miRNA target prediction

In this section, we investigate the usefulness of thermodynamics feature for
miRNA target identification. We evaluate the energy contributions on experimentally
supported mammalian miRNA targets and genome-wide miRNA-induced expression
change data, and present an energy-based miRNA target prediction model that provides
a flexible alternative to include imperfect or non-conserved sites.

Energy features in existing miRNA target prediction tools
Thermodynamic properties of mRNA:miRNA binding were in the early
foundation of computational miRNA target prediction; however, these tools vary greatly
in terms of energy computation and its incorporation into a prediction model. The
majority of these tools focused on only one energy feature, hybridization energy
[71,73,78,79,93,94]. Additionally, many of the approaches only used energy as a filter for
putative target sites, and were still largely dependent on seed match or conservation
[71,78,93]. More recent studies incorporated duplex pairing in their prediction model.
For example, TargetScan includes seed duplex energy in their model to compute
“context+ score”, but is still only capable of predicting canonical seed matches [60,72,95].
Besides duplex stability, target accessibility is also an important feature
incorporated in some miRNA target predictions tools. In one of the earlier studies that
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noted importance of target accessibility, Zhao et al. observed that miRNA target sites
tend to reside in unstable regions, and often lack stabilizing elements—namely long
stems [96]. Later, Tafer and colleagues showed that target site accessibility improves
predictions of highly efficient siRNAs [91]. In complementary work, several groups
demonstrated that different context sequences around the same binding site affect the
efficiency of the target repression [69,97].
Recent tools have shifted to integrate both of these thermodynamic features to
use in miRNA target identification. This is based on the idea proposed by several groups
that mRNA:miRNA duplex formation occurs in a step-wise manner (Figure 5) [69,97].
First, local mRNA secondary structures around the target site have to be disrupted to
make the target site more accessible to miRNA in the RISC. The energy required to open
up this local mRNA region is designated as the disruption energy, ∆Gopen. The second
step is the binding of the miRNA to the open target site, and the free energy change in
this binding step is called the hybridization energy, (∆GH). The total free energy change
of the entire duplex formation (∆∆G) is the difference between the hybridization energy
and the disruption energy.
Several studies demonstrated the effectiveness of combining target accessibility
with duplex stability, and modeled the combined energy features for miRNA target
prediction [69,97]. Another group used data from pull- down experiments and showed
that total free energy change and target accessibility yielded enrichments in miRISC-
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enriched transcripts [68]. However, several independent genome-wide studies on more
complex human data sets concluded that the accuracy of at least some algorithms was
not on practically relevant levels and did not significantly exceed scans for canonical
seed matches [55,57].
More recently, several groups used target accessibility and duplex stability along
with many other features to train their prediction model. Even under this model, the
most important features of the model still remained to be seed pairing or conservation
features [74,92]. Another study claimed that accessibility was much more informative in
ranking target predictions than duplex energy or the total free energy change [98].
These conflicting findings prompted us to independently reassess the usefulness
of energy features for mammalian miRNA target prediction. We systematically evaluate
the contribution of different energy features and seed requirements on known curated
human target sites as well as recent genome-wide maps of Argonaute (AGO) family
member binding sites, which provide global measurements of RISC and thus miRNA
targeting. Then, we propose a simple linear prediction model and evaluate it based on
genome-wide data on mRNA and protein expression changes induced by human and
viral miRNAs. Our results show that it is possible to deliver energy-based target
prediction that exceeds the performance of baseline seed match searches, even on strictly
imperfect sites. Our results compare well against previous approaches, and indicate the
potential for energy-based features on the way to develop flexible and tractable
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prediction models that can be used on a broader range of miRNA target predictions,
including non-conserved and imperfect sites.

3.1 Results
We evaluated contributions of energy features to miRNA target prediction on
two different types of data sets: individual sites as annotated by human experts from the
literature, or as predicted based on genome-wide RNA binding profiles, and miRNAinduced expression changes at the whole gene level. In the first case, we can directly
address the contribution of individual energy features, whereas in the second case,
multiple sites in 3’UTRs have to be combined into a single score.

3.1.1 Known human target sites exhibit both significantly lower
hybridization energy and higher disruption energy
We began the evaluation of energy features for target prediction on a curated set
of experimentally supported human miRNA targets collected in Tarbase version 4.0 [77].
Tarbase provides a location of the target site in the gene, which we used as a positive site
in our analysis. As there are insufficient negative sites that are known not to be targeted
by any miRNA, we created 10 dinucleotide-shuffled miRNAs for each Tarbase-reported
miRNA, and randomly assigned 10 Tarbase 3’UTRs to each shuffled miRNA to create
randomized controls. We searched for match sites in these control miRNA-UTR pairs,
and randomly selected one match site per UTR as a control site for comparison. This
resulted in a stringent control set, as it only contained UTRs that were known to be
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targeted by miRNAs in Tarbase, and was as such different from a genome-wide
randomly selected background.
We compared the total free energy change, the hybridization energy, and the
disruption energy at reported true sites to the energy values at the control sites. The
energy distributions significantly differed between the Tarbase sites and the control sites
for all three energy types (p < 1x10-16, p < 1 x10-16, and p = 4.3 x10-4 based on Wilcoxon
rank sum tests for ∆∆G, ∆GH, and ∆Gopen respectively; Figure 6). The energy distributions
also exhibited the correct shifts towards favorable duplex formations in true sites vs.
control sites: lower ∆∆G and ∆ GH, and higher ∆Gopen.

Figure 6: Cumulative density distribution of energy values at known human
miRNA target sites (Tarbase) vs. control sites. All energy values are in kcal/mol unit.
(A) ∆∆G. (B) ∆GH. (C) ∆Gopen.

To assess classification success between true and control sites, we used receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curves, which show true versus false positive rates at
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varying energy value cutoffs, and as well as the area under the curve (AUC); an AUC
value of 1 indicates perfect classification, and a value of 0.5 indicates random
performance. This analysis resulted in AUC values equaling 0.87, 0.85, and 0.60 for ∆∆G,
∆GH, and ∆Gopen respectively (Figure 7A). While this result supported the model that
both steps of the duplex formation are important for target determination, hybridization
energy was much more indicative on this set than mRNA accessibility. Comparing this
strategy to a simple search for different seed types, Figure 7A shows that energy-based
features improved upon simply looking for (imperfect) seed matches. For instance, our
approach performed as well as scanning for a 6-in-8 (or better) match, while relying on
the much less stringent requirement of a 4-mer match. Even though simple scans for 6mer matches came with a greatly reduced false positive rate, they missed a considerable
fraction of annotated sites. Our method, on the other hand, was able to eventually
predict all positive Tarbase sites, not all of which contained canonical seed matches.
Moreover, energy-based scoring consistently led to additional improvements when
limiting the scoring to more stringent subsets of sites with 6-in-8 or canonical 6-mer seed
matches (Figure 7B-C).
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Figure 7: Contribution of energy values at Tarbase sites vs control sites. (A)
The plot shows ROC curves and corresponding AUC values for the three energy types
in the duplex formation steps: ∆∆G, ∆GH, and ∆Gopen. The result for a canonical 6-mer
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seed match and a search for relaxed seeds (at least 6 out of 8 positions—a 6-in-8 filter)
are also shown. (B) Same as in (A) but with a 6-in-8 seed type filter. The positive set
here corresponded to 95% of the full Tarbase set in (A). (C) Same as in (B) but further
restricting sites to canonical seed matches of at least 6 consecutive base pairs (77% of
Tarbase site in (A)).

3.2.2 Transcriptome-wide AGO protein occupation profiles exhibit
preferable energy features
We next investigated the energy contribution in distinguishing target sites at a
genome-wide level. Recent studies have determined cross-linked sites of mRNA and
AGO proteins, members of the RISC that shuttle miRNAs to their target sites [4]. Such
data allow us to compare the energy values between seed matches in regions that
interact with AGO proteins and seed matches in regions that show no interaction. While
the site of interaction is mapped, the particular miRNA that is a part of the bound
complex is generally unknown. We used the top 20 highly expressed miRNAs and
clustered them with additional miRNAs that shared the same sequence at the 5’end. We
computed energy values at seed matches (length 6 or longer) to the miRNA in these 12
non-redundant miRNA groups. Positive sites were matches within the cross-linked
centered regions (CCRs) that contained one match location to seed sequences of our
miRNA set. Negative sites were matches that lie outside any CCRs but fell into 3’UTRs
of genes that were expressed in the same cell line. The AUC values showed a positive
contribution of target site accessibility to distinguish AGO-interacting sites for all but
one miRNA group, and strong contributions were observed in some (Figure 8). In
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contrast, signals from hybridization energy were not as strong as those observed in the
Tarbase set.

Figure 8: Discrimination between sites with and without evidence of AGO
interaction. AUC values are shown for the three energy types in the duplex formation
steps: ∆∆G, ∆GH, and ∆Gopen for each miRNA group containing one or more of the 20
most highly expressed miRNAs in the same cell line and the miRNAs that shared
their 5’end sequences. Only 6-mer sites were considered. The line at the AUC value of
0.5 indicates random performance.

These observed differences agree with the notion that these locations directly
interact with AGO, yet lack direct evidence of which miRNA was involved. Our
informed guess to assign specific miRNAs to CCRs may not always be accurate, and
likewise, the experiment itself may not pick up all interacting sites, which means our
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negative set may still contain some false negatives. An important difference between the
two data sets is that Tarbase contains experimentally supported target sites, but is
certainly biased by early studies that generally assumed perfect seed matches, i.e. it can
be expected to contain sites with strong hybridization. In turn, PAR-CLIP data
demonstrate evidence of AGO binding, but not all of the interactions are stable or define
functional sites, which agrees with comparatively lower hybridization energy values.

3.1.3 Energy-based features are significantly correlated with miRNAinduced expression change
Having established the positive contribution of energy features at the site level,
we investigated how such features would be correlated with genome-wide expression
change at the gene level. Data on miRNA-induced changes at both mRNA and protein
levels provided an appropriate framework to address this question [55,57], and allowed
us to compare the impact of miRNAs on gene expression at the transcriptional and
translational level. Differently from evaluations of single sites, we will frequently
observe multiple match locations in a 3’UTR. Therefore, we evaluated all 4-mer match
sites in the 3’UTR, and evaluated correlations based on the top energy values and the
sum over all sites. To avoid issues that may arise from the use of different technologies
and experimental protocols, we here focused on data from one study, which used
overexpression of individual miRNAs and assessed subsequent changes on the mRNA
and protein levels by microarray and pSILAC respectively [57].
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We first assessed the correlation between individual energy features and
observed expression change, using data at both mRNA and protein levels of five
assayed human miRNAs (miR-1, miR-16, miR-30a, miR-155, and let-7b). Here, only
miRNA-gene pairs with observed negative log2 fold change were used, as positive
values were likely to result from indirect effects. Obviously, not all genes with an
observed negative log2 fold change will be direct targets, and as a result, not all of them
will contain miRNA target sites. In addition, less pronounced expression change may
simply be a result of experimental error or precision. Out of these reasons, we did not
expect to achieve high correlation values on this noisy set. Favorable duplex formation
energy (lower ∆∆G, lower ∆GH, or higher ∆Gopen) should lead to positive correlation
coefficients for ∆∆G and ∆GH, and a negative coefficient for ∆Gopen. For all three energy
types, we investigated the correlation for top values of each energy type separately as
well as the energy sum over all sites in order to take into consideration the frequent
observation of multiple target sites of the same miRNA in a UTR. In addition, we
included 3’UTR length in our feature set, as a chance for occurrence of target sites
increases in a longer UTR; here a negative correlation to log2 fold change is expected.
The results showed significant correlations between observed expression change and
feature values (Table 1). For all of the features, the correlation was computed separately
for the microarray (mRNA) and pSILAC (protein) data sets, and the correlation was
generally stronger at the mRNA level than at the protein level. These significant
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correlations demonstrated that energy features are correlated with the outcome
mediated by miRNAs.

Table 1: Correlation between energy features, as well as 3’UTR length, and
observed level of down-regulation. Shown are the Spearman correlation coefficient
and the corresponding p-value between different individual energy or 3’UTR length,
and the observed log2 fold change at the mRNA or protein level.
mRNA

Protein

Feature

corr. coef.

p-value

corr. coef.

p-value

best ∆∆G

0.182

< 1 x 10-16

0.109

< 1 x 10-16

second best ∆∆G

0.186

< 1 x 10-16

0.115

< 1 x 10-16

best ∆GH

0.207

< 1 x 10-16

0.097

2 x 10-15

second best ∆GH

0.218

< 1 x 10-16

0.110

< 1 x 10-16

best ∆Gopen

-0.028

0.022

-0.074

1.4 x 10-9

second best ∆Gopen

-0.028

0.023

-0.093

1.9 x 10-13

∆GH at the best ∆∆G site

0.186

< 1 x 10-16

0.092

5.6 x 10-14

∆GH at the second best

0.198

< 1 x 10-16

0.104

< 1 x 10-16

-0.005

0.67

-0.028

0.023

0.016

0.21

-0.019

0.14

Sum of ∆∆G

0.225

< 1 x 10-16

0.094

1.5 x 10-14

Sum of ∆GH

0.185

< 1 x 10-16

0.155

< 1 x 10-16

Sum of ∆Gopen

0.139

< 1 x 10-16

0.149

< 1 x 10-16

3’UTR length

-0.138

< 1 x 10-16

-0.133

< 1 x 10-16

∆∆G site
∆Gopen at the best ∆∆G
site
∆Gopen at the second best
∆∆G site
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To assess whether a simple model combining these features could successfully
predict the outcome on unseen data, we used the combination of energy features as well
as 3’UTR length in a linear regression model to predict expression change. In a crossvalidation setting, we pooled expression data from all experiments and divided the
transcripts into five disjoint training and test sets, each of which contained expression
data from all miRNAs. We built and tested linear models on mRNA and protein
expression data sets separately in order to assess any differences on the mRNA or
protein level. All features listed in Table 1 were used for model training. Given the large
training data set and the redundancy between some of the features, we consistently
observed zero weights for several features: ∆Gopen at the top two ∆∆G sites, and sum of
∆∆G values. Spearman’s correlation test was used to evaluate the model, and showed
that the model was able to predict expression change with a significant correlation to the
observed change at both mRNA and protein levels (Table 2); the correlation of the model
combining multiple features was higher than the individual feature correlations in Table
1.
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Table 2: Correlation of linear model scores with observed level of downregulation. Shown is the average Spearman correlation coefficient between modelpredicted score and observed log2 fold change, averaged across five cross-validation
runs. The specified p-value is the upper bound among all five cross-validation runs.
The model was trained and tested separately on expression change data at mRNA and
protein level.
mRNA
Average correlation

protein
p-value

coefficient

Average correlation

p-value

coefficient

5 miRNAs

0.241

< 7 X 10-15

0.152

< 5 X 10-6

4 miRNAs

0.292

< 2 X 10-16

0.185

< 5 X 10-8

(excluding let-7b)

Seed type composition in predicted gene sets
Given that energy-based approaches make minimal requirement on seed
matches, it was instructive to evaluate which seed types were present in the Selbach et al
data set, and what fractions our energy-based predictions contained. Figure 9A shows
the distribution of seed types across all down-regulated 3’UTRs, ranked by the observed
level of protein down-regulation. As has been previously observed, stronger (more
negative) log2 fold changes in this data set were correlated with increased presence of
canonical and longer seed matches. In the top 5-10% spectrum of down-regulated genes,
about 80-85% of the 3’UTRs had at least one perfect 6-mer seed match. However, at
lower but still prominent levels of expression change, the fraction of imperfect matches
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increased: at a log2 protein fold change cutoff of -0.2, more than a third of the 3’UTRs did
not have a canonical Watson-Crick seed match of length 6 or longer.
To contrast seed match types in all genes with the seed types in well-scoring
genes under the model, we determined a suitable cutoff for the model as fitted on
mRNA expression changes (Table 2), and applied it to group genes into putative targets
and non-targets. We determined the prediction score that led to the most significant pvalue between observed expression change distribution of top predicted set and full set,
and used the average of these values across the cross-validation sets as the cutoff.
Comparing the presence of different seed types in the subset predicted by the model
(Figure 9B) with the complete set (Figure 9A) confirmed that energy-based predictions
were enriched in highly down-regulated genes. Furthermore, predictions for the most
strongly down-regulated genes largely contain canonical seed matches in the 3’UTRs,
with an enrichment of longer matches towards the top.
Even though the fraction of imperfect site matches was lower in the predicted set
(Figure 9B) than in the total set (Figure 9A), about a quarter of predicted genes with an
observed down-regulation of -0.2 or stronger contained only imperfect matches. Most of
these concerned sites had one or two mismatches in the 8-nt seed region (7-in-8 and 6-in8 seed type, respectively). Interestingly, when we looked at the sites that the model
actually based the predictions on (i.e. lowest ∆∆G sites) (Figure 9C), rather than the mere
presence in the UTR, it became apparent that the best energy scores were more
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frequently obtained at sites corresponding to imperfect seed matches. On the other
hand, relatively few predictions were based on sites that passed only the minimal 4-nt
match requirements, indicating that the liberal seed premise did not introduce extensive
amounts of noise. Taken together, the energy-based target prediction agreed with
previous approaches in the presence of longer seed matches at strong down-regulation,
yet without the need of defining an extensive hierarchy of seed rules. Our energy-based
model was able to capture canonical sites without having to impose stringent seed rules,
yet at the same time successfully identified highly down-regulated genes that lacked
canonical match sites.
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Figure 9: Seed type composition of gene sets down-regulated by miRNA
overexpression. Genes assayed in a miRNA overexpression study were ranked by
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observed protein log2 fold change. The plots show the fraction of different seed types
in the top down-regulated sets of an increasing size (50 genes increment). The seed
type of the UTR was determined among seed type of all matches according to an
order: 8-mer, 7-mer-A, 7-mer, 6-mer, 7-in-8, 6-in-8, 5-mer, and 5-in-8. The seed type
symbols are as specified in Methods, including the remaining 4-mer sites that do not
have any additional base pairs within an 8-mer region (4-mer). Only the genes with
negative observed log2 protein fold change were included in the plots. As reference,
the asterisk marks the size of the top down-regulated gene set that corresponds to an
observed protein log2 fold change less than or equal to -0.2. Note that the 7-mer-A
seed type has no counts here since all five miRNAs have U at position 1, which means
the 7-mer-A type is the same as the 8-mer type in this case, and our seed type order as
a result assigns such site/UTR as an 8-mer. (A) Composition of UTR seed type of all
genes with observed down-regulation at the protein level. (B) Composition of UTR
seed type for the subset of genes in (A) that were predicted as a target by the linear
model. These putative targets were genes with predicted score less than a cutoff
determined from cross-validation runs. (C) Same as in (B), but showing the seed type
of the best ∆∆G site in each gene.

Upon closer investigation, we noted that the experiment for let-7b overexpression constituted an outlier, and cross-validation model performance on only the
remaining 4 miRNA data sets showed marked improvement (Table 2). This
corroborated the previous observation that, different from all of the other 4 miRNAs, the
let-7b seed was not the most enriched sequence motif in the mRNA data set [99]. One
possible explanation may lie in the sequence composition of the miRNAs: unlike the
other 4 miRNAs, hsa-let-7b consists of predominantly G and U bases (19 out of 22 bases),
which may allow for more extensive G-U pairing and consequently for a more extensive
set of imperfect and less effective target sites.
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3.1.4 A simple energy-based model identifies highly down-regulated
targets, including imperfect sites
The study by Selbach et al [57] evaluated several miRNA target prediction tools,
where targets were defined by protein level changes; the target prediction tools assessed
in the study had typically been trained on mRNA data, as their study was among the
first to measure the impact of miRNAs on protein synthesis. To align with this setup,
and to assess the performance of our method for de novo target prediction, we used the
model trained on mRNA expression change data to compute a prediction score, and
used the observed protein log2 fold change to define bona fide targets. Since the genes
with small negative log2 fold change were more likely to be noise or come from
experimental errors, we retrained the model on only genes meeting an observed mRNA
expression change cutoff of less than or equal to -0.1, and used the data set excluding let7b (see Figure S1 in Appendix for results when all 5 miRNAs were used). To increase the
stability of estimates, we used each model from the 5-fold cross validation to compute
predicted scores, and used the median value as prediction for all genes, including genes
with observed positive expression change.
To benchmark the model performance against random expectation, we
computed the enrichment of highly down-regulated genes in top predicted gene sets (as
ranked by the model score), compared to the full set. By varying the size of the top
predicted set, instead of defining one threshold for target prediction, we were able to
assess the trend of bona fide target enrichment across the full range of model scores. It
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was evident that the simple energy-based model was able to identify highly downregulated genes as targets (Figure 10): there was a clear enrichment compared to random
(an enrichment value of 1) with stronger enrichments for more negative prediction
scores (smaller top predicted sets). We used different cutoffs to define bona fide targets,
and enrichments were higher at more stringent cutoffs, indicating a favorable trend of
our model to predict more of the genes with stronger observed down-regulation. Our
method yielded stronger enrichments over a canonical 6-mer baseline even when all 4mer matches were included (Figure 10A). While the enrichment decreased for the 6-in-8
set, the signal above baseline, a more suitable way to compare across the sets, became
greater than the 4-mer set (Figure 10B). And with a more restricted site filter, the
differences from 6-mer search baseline increased even more, and the enrichment value
went up to five folds (Figure 10C).
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Figure 10: Enrichment of bona fide targets within top predicted target sets of
varying size. Genes were ranked by median predicted score computed from five
cross-validation models trained on mRNA expression data of four miRNAs (i.e.
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excluding let-7b) from Selbach et al. [57]. Bona fide targets were defined as those with
observed protein log2 fold change less than or equal to different cutoffs, as observed
in independent experiments by pSILAC; genes above the cutoff were considered as
non-targets. The enrichment of bona fide targets in ranked sets of increasing size is
shown. (A) all 4-mer sites were used in model training and predicted score
computation. The plots for -0.3 and -0.4 log2 fold change cutoffs are shown. The
corresponding baseline enrichment from a canonical 6-mer seed match search is also
shown. (B) A 6-in-8 filter was applied to select for sites to compute feature values, and
only 3’UTRs that have at least one 6-in-8 (or better) match were used in model
training, and enrichment evaluation. (C) Similar to (B), but a filter for a 6-mer (or
better) site was used. On this set, canonical 6-mer baseline corresponded to an
enrichment value of 1.

Up to this point, our analyses did not directly address the important question
whether the signals mainly came from perfect sites in the UTR, and whether imperfect
sites actually contributed to the model performance. To determine the contribution of
imperfect sites, we repeated training and evaluation of the prediction model on genes
with only imperfect sites in the 3’UTR. Our gene set here was limited to 3’UTRs that do
not have a perfect match of length 6 or longer, and contain only 6-in-8 or 7-in-8 sites.
Figure 11 show that our method was able to predict enriched bona fide targets, and
confirmed the enrichment trends of top predictions on UTRs that only have imperfect
sites.
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Figure 11: Enrichment analysis on strictly imperfect UTRs. Genes with only
imperfect sites (with at least six base pairs anywhere in the seed region) in the 3’UTR
were used for model training and enrichment analysis on the 4-miRNA set.

3.1.5 Comparisons with other prediction tools
3.1.5.1 Performance of the energy-based prediction model exceeds PITA algorithm
Previous studies reported that the performance of PITA, an energy-based
miRNA target prediction approach that also uses energy in duplex formation, did not
exceed a simple seed match search on mammalian data [55,57]. Our energy-based
model, on the contrary, yielded a stronger signal than a baseline 6-mer search. To
investigate this, we directly compared the performance of our method to PITA [69].
Since PITA prediction requires canonical sites of length 6 or longer, we used a prediction
model that was built on UTRs with at least one 6-mer (or longer) match to the seed
sequence of the 4 miRNAs (i.e. model used for Figure 10C). In the subset of genes that
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overlap between our data set and PITA predictions, we compared the enrichment of
highly down-regulated genes as ranked by our predicted score to the enrichment when
ranked by PITA score.
Our energy-based method yielded a higher enrichment than PITA score
throughout the ranked predicted set (Figure 12). The enrichment of bona fide targets on
the common subset was again more pronounced for our top-scoring sets. Notably, PITA
performance greatly decreased and became more uniform throughout the ranked list
when let-7b was included (Figure S2 in Appendix). Our method, on the other hand,
showed a consistent performance on the 6-mer set with or without let-7b in model
training and enrichment computation. This suggests that our method is more robust
than PITA, and may explain the low performance of PITA observed in previous studies.
In conclusion, a model based solely on energy features and UTR length can
deliver a favorable performance on mammalian data.
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Figure 12: Comparison of the prediction model PITA. Our model score vs PITA
score. Model-predicted scores and enrichment values were computed as in Figure 10C.
We used PITA scores with flanking length of 3 and 15 bases upstream and
downstream, for which the original study reported better performance compared to
no flanking region [57].

3.1.5.2 Comparison to TargetScan context scores
Other than energy-based predictors, most target prediction tools rely on
conservation and were thus not appropriate to compare against. Context scores of the
popular TargetScan predictor, on the other hand, can be selected to ignore the
contribution of conservation [60]. Similar to the comparison with PITA, we used the 6mer prediction models to compute predicted scores for UTRs that have at least one 6mer (or better) site. The comparison was limited to genes that are in both the TargetScan
UTR sequence database and our UTR set. Both context score and our energy-based
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scoring sets yielded enriched bona fide targets in top predicted sets, and the enrichment
was higher towards the higher-scoring gene sets (Figure 13A). Since TargetScan requires
predicted targets to have canonical match sites of at least length 7, and we accordingly
ranked genes that lacked 7-mer or 8-mer matches at the bottom of the context score
predictions, it is not unexpected that context scores had higher enrichments in the top
scoring sets, which were all based on longer seed matches. The context score
performance eventually fell below our method, likely because it failed to identify bona
fide targets that lack those long canonical sites in the 3’UTR.
To evaluate this in more detail, we separately computed enrichment plots of
genes with context scores vs. those without. This showed that the performance of our
model fell below TargetScan on the subset of genes with context scores (i.e. genes
containing canonical sites of length 7 or 8; Figure 13B), but delivered significant
predictions of highly down-regulated genes that lack canonical seed matches, i.e. of
putative targets that TargetScan did not score at all (Figure 13C). The comparison
between our energy-based method and TargetScan’s context score therefore ended in a
tie – for long seeds, the additional features in the TargetScan model improved
performance, but it missed bona fide non-canonical targets that our method was able to
predict.
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Figure 13: Comparison of the energy-based model to TargetScan’s context
score. (A) Our model score vs TargetScan’s context score. Models from the 6-mer
training set were used (cf. Figure 10C). TargetScan UTRs without the required
canonical sites (i.e. no context score) were ranked at the bottom of the predicted list.
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(B) Enrichment of highly down-regulated genes in top predicted set, ranked by
context score vs. our model score on the subset of genes in (A) that have reported
context score. (C) Predictions ranked by our model score on the genes that do not have
context score (i.e. the complement of the gene set in (B)).

3.1.6 Energy-based prediction yields enrichments of highly downregulated genes on an independent data set
In order to allow for a controlled assessment of energy-based target prediction,
results so far were obtained on data from the same study. To conclude, we assessed the
performance of the model on a data set of human mRNA expression changes induced by
miR-K12-11. This miRNA is encoded by Kaposi’s sarcoma-associated herpesvirus
(KSHV), and has been shown to be a functional ortholog to a human miRNA, miR-155
[89]. Given that model trained on the 6-in-8 set yielded high enrichments above baseline
while including predictions of imperfect sites (Figure 10B), we used the model trained
on 3’UTRs with at least one 6-in-8 (or better) site, and restricted evaluation to sites with
at least a minimal 6-in-8 seed. As in the previous enrichment analyses, we used the
models from the five-fold cross-validation training on mRNA expression change data
from Selbach et al. [57] above to compute predicted expression change caused by miRK12-11, and used the median value to compute the enrichment values.
Figure 14 shows the enrichment of down-regulated genes below an observed
mRNA log2 fold change cutoff in our top predicted sets. Compared to the enrichment
analyses in the previous section, the enrichment here was constrained to a smaller top
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set of genes. This difference was likely due to different experimental setups: unlike in
the overexpression studies in Selbach et al. [57], the viral miRNA was transfected at
physiological levels, and the lower overall number of potential targets agrees with fewer
genes showing significant expression changes in the viral data set. Nevertheless, the
enrichment from our model was again higher than a search for 6-mer sites in the 3’UTRs,
thus clearly improving on the standard baseline approach when conservation across
target sites cannot be used as feature, while at the same time allowing for mismatches in
the target site.

Figure 14: Enrichment of highly down-regulated mRNAs for miR-K12-11 target
predictions. As in Figure 10, the enrichment of bona fide targets within gene sets of
increasing size, ordered by increasing model score, is shown. A 6-in-8 filter was used
for model training and prediction (cf. Figure 10B). Different observed mRNA log2 fold
change values (-0.5, and -0.6) were used as a cutoff for bona fide targets. The
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corresponding baseline enrichments resulting from 6-mer seed matches are also
shown.

3.2 Discussion
The main intent of this study was to evaluate the utility of energy-based models
for miRNA target prediction, which had initially shown promise to provide a
framework to handle the prediction of non-conserved targets, and/or targets with
imperfect seed matches. After initial reports that approaches such as PITA might
outperform “classical” target predictors [69], follow-up studies reported contrary
results, suggesting that some energy-based methods might not even exceed baseline
results from simple scanning for canonical seed matches, at least for mammalian genes
[55,57,100]. Here, we were able to reconcile these conflicting results: while an evaluation
of PITA predictions showed a mixed performance and was greatly affected by miRNAs
in the set, our simple linear regression model based on energy features was able to
predict genes down-regulated by miRNAs with clear enrichments.
The evaluation of individual target sites included both small manually curated
sets, and genomic data set from recent PAR-CLIP experiments that identified binding
location of AGO proteins. The results reflected strong biases in either set: experimentally
supported mammalian mRNA targets in Tarbase were largely defined by
mRNA:miRNA hybridization energy, and provided a noticeable but modest difference
in local secondary structure. In contrast, genome-wide energy evaluations at the site
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level suggested a stronger impact of accessibility on AGO-interacting sites. Here,
hybridization energy contributed noticeably less, hinting at the difficulty in pinpointing
the precise miRNA acting at the target location, and/or at an overall lower effect of
hybridization on sites that were occupied yet whose functional effect on expression
levels is unknown. These findings underlined some of the global statistics reported in
the original study [4]: in their study, seed matches to the top 100 expressed miRNAs
were significantly enriched in CCRs, but at a relatively low level of 1.5-fold when
compared to randomized 6-mers. However, CCRs were overall found to be located in
region of increased accessibility.
Evaluations on genomic mRNA and protein expression change data at the UTR
level confirmed contributions of both energy components in the duplex formation steps.
The stronger correlation to mRNA expression change, compared to protein synthesis
change, of a simple linear model agrees with a recent report which suggested changes in
mRNA levels as the predominant effect of miRNA-induced gene regulation [58]. Our
results indicated that commonly used hierarchies of seed matches are naturally reflected
in energy-based scores. As such, stronger expression change in the presence of longer
seed matches also means a more favorable energy score at these sites, which provides
for an intuitive and natural way to incorporate seed mismatches and different seed types
in the prediction model. While restrictions to canonical seed matches provide for a
higher enrichment of true targets in predictions, our energy-based method was able to
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predict non-canonical targets even without using conservation. As we demonstrated on
the data set of viral miRNA induction, the current approach is best used to define
putative targets when given functional genomics data: rank genes by prediction scores,
determine an enrichment profile based on a reasonable cutoff for significant expression
change, and investigate (non-canonical) putative targets in a suitable set of top
predictions.
Re-assessing the potential of energy-based features and models for target
prediction, we provided convincing evidence that such models can indeed deliver
promising results and naturally include imperfect sites. In particular, evaluations at both
site and UTR levels demonstrated the usefulness of thermodynamics features for
miRNA target identification in mammals at the genome-wide level. Our results showed
that genes with stronger down-regulation were enriched in the top predictions, and our
method yielded consistent favorable performance in comparison against other tools, and
in target prediction on an independent data set. While our current approach is already
competitive for the prediction of non-canonical sites, a more stringent training on clearly
defined positive and negative targets would likely improve the performance, and future
investigation on possible effects of differences among miRNA sequences could help
improve robustness of the tool on a relaxed seed match data set.
It will soon be possible to intersect functional genomics data sets assessing the
impact of miRNAs on transcript and protein levels with the increasingly available CLIP
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data, which define putative target sites at a genomic scale. This will allow for defining
effective training sets, whose absence has hindered the prediction of targets.
Additionally, combining energy with conservation scores or sequence features such as
mRNA local composition or relative position of target sites is likely to prove informative
[74,92]. In summary, energy-based models provide a natural and promising starting
point, and deserve a renewed attention for more comprehensive modeling efforts to
predict microRNA targets.

3.3 Methods
Match site identification and energy computation
In an energy-based model, any position within a 3’UTR is a potential target site,
albeit at different affinities. For practical reasons, we computed energy values at
candidate target sites in the 3’UTR that contained a consecutive perfect 4-mer match
within the canonical seed region to the miRNA (position 2-8). This minimum match
length was motivated by Long et al. [97], where it was proposed that duplex formation
requires a minimum nucleus of four nucleotides in length; however, different from that
approach, we restricted this nucleus to the miRNA seed region. For hybridization
energy (∆GH) computation, we extracted the flanking sequence up to twice the length of
the remaining miRNA portion at each side of the 4-mer match. The flanking sequence
can be a part of a coding region of the mRNA. While interactions may potentially occur
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across a larger region, using longer context will result in mRNA structures with
increasing internal base pairing, which does not reflect the energy changes occurring in
the functional binding between miRNA and mRNA. We then used RNAcofold in the
Vienna package to compute the free energy change during hybridization, and we
required that the bases in the 4-mer match region were paired [101,102]. In case of any
unpaired bases in this region or internal base-pairing within the molecule, we used
RNAeval in the Vienna package to recompute the energy value for the modified
structure (paired at 4-mer, with the internal pairing removed) [102].
Since RNA secondary structure computation is computationally intensive, we
computed the disruption energy (∆Gopen) locally around possible candidate sites to be
able to handle the frequently long mammalian 3’UTRs, akin to previous approaches [91].
We used RNAplfold in the Vienna package to compute unpaired probabilities
Punpaired of a local window with the parameter setting as follows: the window size of
each local structure, W=80; the maximum distance allowed between paired bases, L=40;
and the open region size, u=20 [101,103]. To integrate energy at both steps of the duplex
formation, we converted the average accessibility probability across all sliding windows
over the match site to the disruption energy value. Since the expectation value of natural
log is not equal to the natural log of the expectation value, we extracted a sequence of
exactly the length of the window size (W) so that the program reported the exact open
probability of this single window. Then we converted this open probability value to the
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disruption energy value as follows: ∆Gopen = RT ln (Punpaired). We repeated these steps over
all possible sliding windows over the match site. The final ∆Gopen value is the average of
all ∆Gopen values for each sliding window. The total free energy change (∆∆G) is the
difference between the hybridization energy (∆GH) and the disruption energy (∆Gopen):
∆∆G = ∆GH - ∆Gopen.
After computing these energy values, initial 4-mer match sites were screened for
overlaps in cases when multiple overlapping 4-mers matched to the same region. We
chose the site with the best ∆∆G value to represent these overlapping 4-mer matches. We
validated our approach on example data, where the correlation between total free
energy change and miRNA-induced repression level was examined and experimentally
validated for a number of examples from Drosophila [69], using different RNA (co)folding tools. The target set included sites in hid (targeted by bantam), grim (miR-2),
and rpr (miR-2) UTR within wildtype or modified context sequence flanking the target
site. Our method yielded similar correlation between ∆∆G values and the normalized
luciferase ratios, compared with the original study [69].

Seed type assignment and filters
Any energy-based predicted sites contained at least a perfect 4-mer
complementary match to the seed region from position 2-8. We evaluated a seed type of
such sites based on maximal complement; the categories included 8 consecutive base
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pairs from position 1 to 8 (8-mer), 5 to 7 consecutive base pairs within positions 2 to 8 (5mer, 6-mer, and 7-mer), 7-mer plus adenine across the first nucleotide of miRNA (7-merA), and 5 to 7 non-consecutive base pairs or an adenine across miRNA position 1 (5-in-8,
6-in-8, and 7-in-8). G-U base pairs were counted as mismatches in the initial match site
identification and the seed type assignment.
We used seed match types as filters to define more/less stringent prediction sets.
With a 6-mer filter, only the match sites that have at least 6 consecutive Watson-Crick
base pairs to the miRNA (8-mer, 7-mer-A, 7-mer, 6-mer sites) were used. With a 6-in-8
filter, we only used the match sites that have at least 6 base pairs to the miRNA (an
adenine across miRNA position 1 counted as a base pair for imperfect sites). This means
a 6-in-8 filter allows for 8-mer, 7-mer-A, 7-mer, 6-mer, 7-in-8, and 6-in-8 match sites as
defined above.

Evaluation of energy contribution at experimentally supported miRNA target sites
We evaluated energy features on known target sites of human miRNAs as
reported in Tarbase version 4.0 [77]. For the positive set, we used all 112 miRNA-mRNA
target pairs for which we could obtain an accurate mRNA sequence at the reported site
from the UCSC genome annotation (hg18) [104]. For the control set, we randomly
selected match sites of dinucleotide-shuffled miRNA to randomly assigned Tarbase
UTR. To create a shuffled miRNA, the starting nucleotide was selected based on the
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nucleotide frequencies of the Tarbase miRNA. We then sampled following di-nucleotide
without replacement to build up the shuffled sequence. Remaining nucleotides, which
could not be incorporated while obeying first-order dependencies, were then randomly
inserted if the initial successfully first-order sites exceeded 85% of the length of the
miRNA. We filtered out any shuffled miRNAs whose seed sequence overlapped with
any known miRNA seeds or poly-A motifs. We generated 10 shuffled miRNAs per
Tarbase miRNA-mRNA target pair, with 10 randomly selected target Tarbase UTRs for
each shuffled miRNA.
We compared cumulative density distribution of the energy values between
Tarbase sites and control sites, and used Wilcoxon rank sum test to determine the
significance of the differences between the distributions. To evaluate signals from
energy features, we plotted the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves (true
positive rates versus false positive rates over varying energy cutoffs) to distinguish
between Tarbase sites and control sites, and computed the area under curve (AUC)
values.

Genome-wide evaluation of energy contribution at site level
For a genome-wide evaluation of features, we assessed the energy contribution
in distinguishing sites with evidence of direct interaction by AGO proteins in HEK-293
cells as determined by the PAR-CLIP method, which involves cross-linking of proteins
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and mRNAs followed by deep sequencing of bound mRNA fragments [4]. CrosslinkedCentered Regions (CCRs) are 41 nucleotides long and centered at the site of highest
evidence of direct interaction between an mRNA and an AGO complex within an initial
cluster of reads. Even though CCRs were reported outside 3’UTRs as well, we used only
the CCRs that are correctly mapped within human 3’UTRs in ENSEMBL47 [105] in order
to be consistent with our studies on other data sets. All available transcript isoforms of a
gene were used to search for matches in order to cover all possible target sites, including
sites in alternative exons, but we only counted the same site within multiple isoforms
once, unless differences in the local context sequence changed the energy values.
The PAR-CLIP experiments identified interactions between AGO proteins and
mRNAs, but not directly for a specific miRNA. To create sets of confident miRNA-CCR
pairs, we used the top 20 highly expressed miRNAs which accounted for a large fraction
of possible target sites from the experiment (cf. [4]), and then evaluated CCRs for seed
matches to these miRNAs only. In addition, since our method searches for matches to
5’end of a miRNA, we cannot exclude possible targeting by other miRNAs with similar
seed sequence to these 20 miRNAs. Therefore, we included additional miRNAs with the
same 5’end sequence (position 1 to 7, or 2 to 8) to these 20 miRNAs, and combined them
all into 12 non-redundant miRNA groups for evaluation.
We designated match sites of at least length 6 that fell within a CCR as positive
sites; here we only used CCRs that have one match location to seed sequences of our
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miRNA set, and have sequence read numbers of at least 20. While this approach was
carefully designed to include a large number of real target sites, it does not exclude the
possibility that the CCR was targeted by a different miRNA, especially by ones outside
the list of top 20 miRNAs, or that CCRs missed the real or best possible target location.
Negative set members are 6-mer (or better) matches in 3’UTRs of expressed genes in
HEK-293 cells (according to [106]) that lie outside the full CCR set. We plotted the ROC
curve varying the energy cutoff for these positive and negative sets.

Data set of miRNA-induced genome-wide expression change
The majority of genomic data on the effects of miRNAs assesses changes at the
whole transcript level. We primarily used data from one study which compared
miRNA-induced expression changes at the mRNA level (by microarray) with those at
the protein level (by pSILAC) for five human miRNAs — miR-1, miR-16, miR-30a, miR155, and let-7b [57]. For mRNA expression change, we chose the values from microarray
experiments measured 32 hours after transfection as they showed higher correlation to
the change in protein production level than a sample obtained after 8 hours (cf. [57]).
The expression change values here are log2 values of the ratio between signal in the
presence of the miRNA and signal in the absence of the miRNA. We used the gene
sequences that corresponded to human Refseq database version 26. Transcript variant
coordinates from ENSEMBL 47 [105] were screened for the longest sequence among
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overlaps on the same strand. An annotated stop codon was required, and sequences
were retrieved from the UCSC genome browser database (hg18) [104]. In our analyses,
we only used the miRNA-gene pairs for which expression changes were measured at
both mRNA and protein levels. Across all five experiments, this totaled in 14,160
miRNA-gene pairs.

Training of linear prediction models
We evaluated different energy features, including three energy types at multiple
sites, and the energy sum over all match sites in the 3’UTR. We built a linear regression
model to predict expression change based on multiple energy features (e.g. individual
and sum over all sites). The 3’UTR length was also included in the feature set, as longer
3’UTRs have increased chances for putative binding site matches. We used the lm()
function in the R package to model parameters (i.e. feature weights), and evaluated the
model on pooled expression data showing negative log2 fold change in a five-fold crossvalidation setting. The Spearman rank correlation test was used to determine correlation
between model-predicted score and observed log2 fold change value. The expression
change data at mRNA and protein levels were evaluated separately here.
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Enrichment analysis
To evaluate the performance for de-novo target prediction, we ranked the genes
by their model-predicted scores and computed the enrichment of bona fide targets in
top-scoring gene sets of increasing size (50 genes increment). Bona fide targets were
defined as genes with observed log2 fold change less than or equal to a cutoff. The
enrichment was defined as the ratio between the fraction of bona fide targets in our
predicted set and the fraction of total bona fide targets in the full gene set. An
enrichment value greater than one thus indicates that the predicted set contained a
higher number of down-regulated genes than expected at random.

Performance comparison to PITA
We compared the performance of our method to PITA, a miRNA target
prediction tool that uses energy values of the duplex formation [69]. Since PITA searches
for match sites of length 6 or longer, we trained and evaluated our prediction model on
3’UTRs with at least one 6-mer (or better) site. Here, we limited our gene set to the
overlap between the genes that we used from Selbach et al. [57] and PITA predictions
(PITA Targets ALL catalog at the gene level, version 6) in order to compare the
enrichment of highly down-regulated genes.
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Comparison to context score
We compared the enrichment of bona fide targets in the top predicted sets based
on our model versus context scores reported in TargetScanHuman release 5.1 [60,72].
Context scores for candidate sites were computed based on site type, pairing at 3’ end of
miRNA, local AU content, and position in the UTR [60]. We used the combined singlegenome context scores of all sites in a 3’UTR (conserved and non-conserved) to rank
genes for the enrichment analysis. As in the comparison to PITA, we used the regression
models that were trained on 6-mer or better sites. The evaluation set contained the
overlap between the TargetScanHuman UTR database, and our UTR set with at least
one 6-mer (or better) site.

Evaluation of energy-based prediction model on independent data
To evaluate our prediction model on a completely different data set, we used
mRNA expression change data obtained after transfection of miR-K12-11 in human Bcell line BJAB at physiological level [89]. The microarray may contain multiple probes to
the same 3’UTR in the experiment, and we consistently used the lowest log2 fold change
(i.e. log2 [(signal in the presence of the miRNA) / (signal in the absence of the miRNA)])
among all probes for the UTR. We retrieved the sequences in the same way as for the
Selbach et al. set above [57], yielding a total of 10,966 3’UTRs with associated expression
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values on this microarray. A subset of 9,379 3’UTRs that contained at least one 6-in-8 (or
better) site was used in our enrichment analysis.
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4. Site-level binding evidence for microRNA target
prediction

One primary interest in miRNA research is to identify the paired interactions
between a miRNA and its target gene. While much work has been done on developing
computational prediction tools for predicting these interactions based on genome-wide
data, they can often be inaccurate and prone to high errors. New experimental methods
for identifying mRNA target interactions through the use of cross-linking and
immunoprecipitation of members of the AGO protein family, followed by highthroughput sequencing, can provide an important data set that helps improve accuracy
of miRNA target identification. While a variety of cross-linking methods exist, we focus
on the PAR-CLIP method, which is advantageous to other existing CLIP methods
because of its high cross-linking efficiency, as well as its diagnostic mutation that helps
pinpoint the binding site to within an interval of about 30 bases on a target mRNA.
One of the major limitations of PAR-CLIP experiments—as well as other similar
cross-linking and immunoprecipitation methods—is that it cannot unambiguously
identify which miRNA is associated with which gene. Instead, we have a list of
candidate genes, any of which may interact with any of a large number of possible
miRNAs that are expressed in the cell. In addition to the limitation on miRNA-target
specificity, PAR-CLIP also pulls down many genes that are attached due to non-specific
binding. These genes are often bound in a transient fashion, and frequently have no
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downstream effect on regulation. The combination of these limitations presents a
difficult challenge to incorporate PAR-CLIP data for miRNA target identification.
In the previous chapter, we used PAR-CLIP data to evaluate the duplex energy
features in discriminating seed matches in AGO-bound regions. We found that miRNA
seed matches in PAR-CLIP intervals lie in a more accessible region than matches outside
PAR-CLIP intervals, though the PAR-CLIP data were not further incorporated into our
energy-based prediction model. In this chapter, we assess the usefulness of modeling
PAR-CLIP binding data for miRNA target prediction. To this end, we present an
integrative model for miRNA target prediction that includes PAR-CLIP data in a
probabilistic fashion. We demonstrate that our model yields improved prediction and
commonly outperforms a de facto used target prediction tool. In addition, we investigate
a class of imperfect binding sites and demonstrate that our model is capable of
predicting miRNA targets with non-canonical seed matches.

PAR-CLIP data for miRNA target identification
Before PAR-CLIP data are incorporated for target prediction, they have to
undergo a preprocessing step so that they can be used in a computationally robust
fashion. More specifically, we would like the computational data obtained from PARCLIP experiments to be more representative of the true AGO-interaction sites of a
miRNA-gene target. Early studies defined this interaction site as a 41-mer region,
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centered at the position with the highest T-to-C transition. Using this localization, they
determined that the 7-8mer seed matches to top-expressed miRNAs are often enriched
immediately 3’ of the PAR-CLIP peaks [4].
This fixed-boundary method was later improved on in by defining a more
accurate boundary based on the significance of T-to-C transitions. This concept was
incorporated to form the bases of the tool, PARalyzer. PARalyzer uses kernel density
estimation to model T-to-C transition in combination with deep-sequencing read counts
to produce continuous-valued profiles for signal and background T-to-C transitions. The
signal profile still typically peaks at the site with the highest T-to-C transition, but
PARalyzer uses signal over background transition profiles to determine interaction
regions instead of a pre-defined boundary [65]. In this chapter, we use PARalyzer signal
profiles in our model for miRNA target prediction. These data are in contrast to the
previous chapter that used AGO-interaction data without being preprocessed with
PARalyzer.
The enrichment of canonical miRNA seed match immediately downstream of the
peak remains in subsequent studies and in unrelated data sets [65,107,108]. The seed
match enrichment at this location is likely due to the geometry of the mRNA:miRNA
duplex in the RISC [109], where the extensive pairing of an mRNA to the first 2-8
nucleotides of an miRNA prevents mRNA-protein cross-linking, while the region 3’ of
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the miRNA seed has more unpaired nucleotides available for mRNA-AGO crosslinking.
Even given these improvements in target localization, a significant portion of
PAR-CLIP intervals lack 7-8mer miRNA seed matches [4,65]. Additionally, the sites may
be further away from the peak, presumably as a result of a lack or depletion of Uracil in
close proximity to the cross-linking site. As described above, some PAR-CLIP intervals
can be a result of non-specific AGO-binding without functional miRNA targeting. Both
of these issues limit our ability to use PAR-CLIP data in its raw form, as a simple search
for canonical seed matches and treating all PAR-CLIP intervals equally are not sufficient
to accurately predict true mRNA:miRNA interactions.
To overcome these limitations, we propose a model that incorporates PAR-CLIP
data for target identification by using a multivariate hidden Markov model. We refer to
our modeling framework as MUMMIE (multivariate Markov modeling inference
engine). In this model, we incorporate sequence, conservation, as well as cross-linking
features, and show that our method performs better than seed match search strategies
and an existing de novo target prediction tool, TargetScan. Apart from allowing for
shorter perfect seed match sites (6-mers) in our prediction, we also investigate and
quantify the extent of an imperfect mode of target site binding.
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4.1 MUMMIE
4.1.1 Hidden Markov Model
Our method for modeling the PAR-CLIP data involves using a general-purpose
multivariate hidden Markov model (HMM) framework [110]. A hidden Markov model
is a machine learning algorithm which assumes the system being modeled is in a fixed
state at any given time. The model can transition between states at each point of time.
Examples of states in our applications are AGO-interaction site state and non-interaction
region state. These states are unobserved (i.e. hidden), but can be inferred from the
observed data, such as the PARalyzer signal track.
Here, we consider a discrete-time model, where each time point also serves to
identify position in a biological sequence. At time t, the model emits a sequence element,
which can be a single value such as a nucleotide, or in our case, MUMMIE uses a
multivariate model that emits a vector of values. These values in the emission channels
can be discrete or continuous. For miRNA target prediction, MUMMIE uses three
emission channels: continuous PARalyzer signal value, continuous TargetScan’s branch
length score, and discrete nucleotide sequence. The model is set up such that we have
one nucleotide and two continuous values at each position in the 3’UTR segment.
A hidden Markov model produces a full sequence as follows. First, the machine
begins in a silent state, which emits no sequence. Then, the next state to transition into is
sampled from the model’s transition probability distribution, which is conditional on the
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current state. Once in the new state, the machine draws a vector from the emission
distribution of that state, with the emission probability conditioning on the state the
machine is in. Then, the transition and emission steps are repeated until the silent state is
reached, and the sequence is terminated.
When the emission distribution is conditional only on the current state, each
emission is considered to be conditionally independent of all other emissions given the
associated state. This is the case of 0th-order emissions, which are used in our model. A
model can also use higher-order emissions where each emission is conditioned on
events (transitions or emissions) progressively further into the past. For the present
work, we used higher-order emissions for RNA sequence in the binding site state in
order to model seed matches to many different miRNAs while using a relatively small
number of states.

4.1.2 Model design
Throughout this section, we explore including PAR-CLIP data from the LCLBAC cell line for miRNA target prediction. This cell line is a lymphoblastoid cell infected
with Epstein Barr virus (EBV), and expresses both human and EBV miRNAs [111].
Unlike in the pooled AGO1-4 libraries used in chapter 3, the data sets in this chapter are
AGO2-specific libraries, which were generated later on. AGO2 is the only human AGO
proteins with a catalytic ability to cleave mRNA targets. In addition, different AGO
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members may possess different functional specificity, preference in association of some
miRNA isoforms, and other differences due to different posttranslational modifications
[112-114].
In agreement with previous studies, the LCL-BAC data set showed enrichment
of seed matches to highly expressed miRNAs immediately 3’ of the PARalyzer peaks.
This enrichment persisted even when 6-mer matches were included (Figure 15A). This
positional seed match enrichment is also supported by conservation data: the immediate
downstream regions of the peaks demonstrated a higher PhastCons score (a measure of
conservation) than other regions in the PAR-CLIP intervals (Figure 15B) [115].
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Figure 15: The distribution of miRNA seed match frequencies and
conservation score in PAR-CLIP intervals from the LCL-BAC data set. (A) The
immediate 3’ region of PARalyzer peaks has strong enrichment of seed match to top
50 highly expressed miRNAs the cell. (B) Average placental PhastCons scores show
enrichment of conservation in the first 8 nucleotides right downstream of the
PARalyzer peaks.
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The enrichments of both seed matches and conservation at immediate 3’ region
of PARalyzer peaks motivated us to structure our model accordingly. Specifically, we
modeled the structure of PARalyzer signals with a 6-state topology (Figure 16A). First,
state 1 denotes a background state, where the PARalyzer signal track will be in most of
the time. State 2-6 model non-zero PARalyzer signals in the PAR-CLIP groups. State 2
models the signal before peaks, state 3 models the PARalyzer peak, and state 4 and 6
model regions 3’ of the peak and flanking binding (miRNA target) site. The target site is
modeled by a metastate 5, which expands into a 41-state submodel for different types of
seed matches (6/7/8mer perfect seed matches, including A1 variants) to the top highly
expressed miRNAs (Figure 16B, 17).

Figure 16: MUMMIE’s model for miRNA target site identification. (A) State-transition
diagram of HMM. Circles are states with arrows indicating transition between states.
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State 5 is a metastate that expands into a 41-state submodel. (B) The expanded
metastate submodel includes miRNA seed matches of length 6-8, as well as the A1
variants.

Figure 17: Pairing diagram of seed match types used by our model. Uppercase
letters indicate a complementary match, as well as adenine across the miRNA position
1.

The model is parameterized to preferentially predict seed matches that are
located close to 3’ of a PARalyzer peak, but also allows for predictions at other locations
with respect to the peak. This addresses potential biases from different amounts and
positions of Uracil in the proximity of the binding site. Our model can also predict
multiple target sites in a PAR-CLIP interval including suboptimal sites, even though
these sites may have lower posterior probability of being a target. Additionally, the
model allows skipping of a PAR-CLIP interval without predicting any miRNA targets,
which could account for non-specific binding or contamination of non-cross-linked
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regions. These demonstrate the flexibility of our modeling framework that gives an
advantage over a canonical seed match search within PAR-CLIP groups.
The model is also set up to prefer longer seed matches, but allow for predictions
of a shorter seed match in the presence of longer ones by balancing different features
and positional biases. When conservation is used, the model also gives preference to
highly conserved sites. The model accounted for these biases through numerical
tradeoffs among the HMM tracks, which can be adjusted via parameter settings.

4.2 Model performance
We evaluated our model by assessing accuracy of predictions for targets to real
miRNAs vs decoy miRNAs. Our model was built on a set of highly expressed miRNAs
in the cell, as well as a dinucelotide-shuffled miRNA for each of the real miRNA seeds.
We defined the true positive set (TP) as predicted sites for a real miRNA seed within a
PAR-CLIP interval, and the false positive set (FP) as predicted sites for a shuffled
miRNA within a PAR-CLIP interval. We computed the ratio of true positives and false
positives as a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which measures the accuracy of our
prediction. Besides comparing how well our method predicted real vs decoy sites, we
also evaluated the coverage of our prediction set and how specific our predictions are.
The former is the tool’s sensitivity, which is the fraction of PAR-CLIP groups that have
predictions for real miRNA sites, while the latter is specificity, which is the number of
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PAR-CLIP groups with predictions to real miRNAs divided by the total number of
predicted sites in all PAR-CLIP regions.
We compared our method’s performance to an existing miRNA target prediction
tool, TargetScan [60,72,81,95]. TargetScan uses conservation evidence and various
context features to score miRNA seed matches, which are limited to only certain perfect
7/8-mer sites. TargetScan’s “context+ score” takes into account thermodynamic binding
strength, target location in the 3’UTR, and target site abundance, but makes no use of
binding assays.
We limited all analyses to only PAR-CLIP groups, which are scaffolds of aligned
reads. A lack of evidence of bound AGO proteins in a region does not necessarily mean
a lack of miRNA target sites, but rather that there can still be miRNA targets that are not
functional in the cell line in our experimental setting, or that the experiment failed to
capture the interactions. Note that using only PAR-CLIP groups in the evaluation gives
TargetScan an advantage compared to its typical setting since TargetScan generates
many predictions outside of PAR-CLIP regions, and these would presumably be
enriched for false positives.
Our model yielded a higher signal-to-noise ratio than TargetScan at the same
sensitivity level (Figure 18A), and additionally made fewer predictions to achieve the
same coverage of PAR-CLIP groups (higher specificity; Figure 18B). This holds true for
all of the TargetScan sets we evaluated: conserved sites, non-conserved sites, or both
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altogether. For MUMMIE curves, we obtained predictions using different variance of the
PARalyzer signal track, ranging from higher variance at the low sensitivity end to lower
variance at the higher sensitivity part of the spectrum. For TargetScan curves, points
reflect performance at different context+ score cutoff for predictions.

Figure 18: Performance evaluation of our method vs TargetScan on the LCLBAC data set. Here, the top 100 highly expressed miRNAs and the corresponding
shuffled miRNAs were used to train the model. Each point on the curve corresponds
to 1,000 iterations, each of which used a different sampled set of shuffled miRNAs.
(A) Signal-to-noise ratio vs sensitivity plot for MUMMIE predictions and for different
set of TargetScan predictions: conserved sites, non-conserved sites, and all sites. (B)
Plot of specificity vs sensitivity.

Looking at the distributions of MUMMIE predictions, we found that our
predictions are preferentially located right downstream of the PARalyzer peaks, as
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expected from the model setup (Figure 19). However, we also predicted targets
elsewhere, including 5’ of the PARalyzer peaks or regions quite further away from the
peaks, albeit at lower frequencies. This demonstrates the flexibility of our prediction
model to predict possible miRNA-target interactions that are not bound by a typical
region requirement inherit to the static method.

Figure 19: Distribution of target site predictions relative to the PARalyzer
peaks. Here top 50 miRNAs were used to train the model.
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Comparisons with ad hoc prediction strategies
We investigated two ad hoc strategies for identifying miRNA target sites in PARCLIP intervals without using MUMMIE or any additional features: choosing the nearest
seed match to PARalyzer peaks or predicting all seed matches in PARalyzer clusters (i.e.
regions with T-to-C transition greater than background). These ad hoc strategies
encompass stereotypical methods an end user would use for obtaining miRNA target
pairs without access to MUMMIE. For the top 100 miRNA set, the nearest seed match
strategy yielded high sensitivity (0.580.02, mean  standard deviation), but moderate
specificity (0.610.02) and poor signal-to-noise ratio (1.650.15). Predicting all seed
matches within the clusters added to sensitivity (0.710.00) and signal-to-noise ratio
(1.940.14), but greatly decreased specificity (0.160.00). These two ad hoc strategies
produced lower signal-to-noise ratio and specificity than MUMMIE, which
demonstrates the improvement from modeling the PARalyzer signal along with
additional features to identify miRNA target sites.

Performance at a different size of training set
We investigated the stability of our method at different number miRNA training
data. Increasing the number of miRNAs from 50 to 100 increased the signal-to-noise
ratios in general, and increased the upper-bound sensitivity by about 10% (Figure 20).
With a larger miRNA set beyond the top 100 miRNAs, the signal-to-noise ratios were
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still favorable, yet progressively decreased, likely because more 6-mer sites were
predicted and introduced more noise. The highest sensitivity did not increase with more
than 100 miRNAs in the model, indicating a limit has been reached with using perfect
seed match binding models. Overall, our method yielded a good performance across
miRNA training sets of a different size.

Figure 20: SNR vs sensitivity plot for the model trained on different numbers
of expressed miRNAs. Different points in the curve correspond to different settings
of the PARalyzer signal variance, with a high variance parameter corresponding to
high specificity and high SNR, and a low variance parameter corresponding to high
sensitivity.
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Evaluation at the UTR level
All of the evaluations so far were done at a PAR-CLIP group level. Next, we
repeated the experiments, but evaluated the performance at a UTR level without
restricting to only PAR-CLIP groups. This evaluation included both PAR-CLIP groups
as well as newly included 3’UTR regions. As demonstrated in Figure 21, TargetScan had
very low signal-to-noise ratio and specificity across all sets of full-UTR predictions
(conserved sites, non-conserved sites, or all sites). When accounting for sites in PARCLIP groups vs all seed matches in the 3’UTRs, including the AGO-interaction data
increased TargetScan’s performance over using all seed matches in the 3’UTR. This
suggested that the binding information is useful and helps improve miRNA target
prediction by methods such as TargetScan that generally does not model AGO binding
evidence.
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Figure 21: Prediction results for the LCL-BAC data set, including evaluations at
the UTR level where TargetScan predictions inside and outside PAR-CLIP groups
were all included. Here top 50 miRNAs and their shuffled variants were used to train
the model. (A) Plot of signal-to-noise ratio vs sensitivity of predictions. (B) Specificity
vs sensitivity plot.

A closer look at MUMMIE
An advantage of our tool is its ability to tune the HMM to a desired sensitivityspecificity-SNR tradeoff. Altering the variance of the PARalyzer signal track for the
HMM is a simple yet powerful way to trade off predictions to accommodate users’
specific goal. If users want to identify a small and more likely set of targets, a higher
variance for the PARalyzer signal track can accommodate this, and yield a smaller set of
predictions with higher signal-to-noise ratio and specificity. If users want to identify
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targets in a specific gene and/or to a miRNA of interest, a lower variance may be more
appropriate because the higher sensitivity will include more predictions and coverage.
By looking at seed type distributions in the prediction sets at different sensitivity
levels, we found that prediction in a high-SNR and high-specificity range relies mostly
on 8-mer sites, whereas high-sensitivity prediction relies more on 6-mer sites (Table 3).
This is also supported by the correlations between the SNR (or sensitivity) from the
shuffling experiment and the fraction of each seed type in predictions from the run with
non-shuffled seeds (Figure 22).

Table 3: Percentage of seed match types in MUMMIE’s predictions at different
sensitivity levels. Here top 50 seeds non-shuffled seeds were used without
conservation.
Sensitivity

6-mers

7-mers

8-mers

8%

13%

37%

50%

53%

48%

33%

19%
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Figure 22: (A) SNR vs relative frequency of 8mer-A1 sites among MUMMIE
predictions (Pearson correlation r = 0.989 (B) Tradeoff between SNR and sensitivity
for all MUMMIE seed types; correlation is between relative frequency of MUMMIE
predictions of non-shuffled seeds and either mean SNR values from shuffling
experiments (red) or mean sensitivity from shuffling experiments (blue). Top 50 seeds
were used here. Conservation evidence was omitted for these predictions, and a
uniform prior over seed types was employed as transition probabilities in the HMM
submodel for seed-match sites. Here, the 8mer-m1 set is complementary to 8mer-A1,
i.e. only includes those matches that are not also an 8mer-A1. TargetScan seed types
include 8mer-A1, 7mer-A1, and 7mer-m8.

One contributing factor to the difference in the seed type proportion in the highSNR vs the high-sensitivity prediction is the use of branch length score as conservation
evidence in our model. Since TargetScan only considers 3 types of seed matches (8mer1A, 7mer-1A, and 7mer-m8) for prediction and branch length score computation, sites
other than these three will have a zero branch length score (MUMMIE’s conservation
track). We expect that this effectively biases our model towards predicting the longer
7/8mer sites when parameterized to weight conservation highly, and as a result
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improves signal-to-noise and specificity of the prediction at the low-sensitivity region of
the plot. It is of interest to thoroughly examine how to parameterize the model for the
best, most practical way to manage trade-offs between features.

4.2.1 Biological relevance of predictions
The motivation for our model is to obtain biologically relevant novel predictions
for miRNA:target interactions. To evaluate how well our model is at predicting new
interactions, we compared the predictions in our model to experimentally suggested
interactions for our LCL-BAC data set.
We looked at predictions that are implied to be valid targets based on a
knockdown using a luciferase assay. The ebv-bart1-5p target site in LY75 is one of these
targets, and represents the simplest case: there is one seed match in the PAR-CLIP
group, which allows us to evaluate a simple binary call for MUMMIE. Here, the position
of the seed match aligns immediately downstream of the PARalyzer peak (Figure 23A,
24A).
While many targets exist downstream of a PARalyzer peak, it is not a strict
requirement in our model. For example, in a PAR-CLIP group in ZNF-451, the ebvbhrf1-2 site upstream and over the peak was chosen over the hsa-mir-210 site
downstream of the peak. This upstream target site showed down-regulation based on
the validation assay (Figure 23B, 24B). The model chose the upstream site as it had a
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high branch length score. This example illustrates the power of MUMMIE to balance
conservation evidence with sequence and positional biases in the prediction of miRNA
target sites.
MUMMIE simultaneously identifies target locations and assigns miRNAs to the
targets. Occasionally, there are overlaps among miRNA sites in a PAR-CLIP group,
which can be difficult to interpret. In the case of a PAR-CLIP group in CDK2, MUMMIE
predicted the ebv-bhrf1-1 site as a target, which was confirmed by the luciferase assay.
However, a 6-mer seed match to ebv-bart4 exists within the 8-mer ebv-bhrf1-1 site, and
ebv-bart4 also resulted in a knockdown in the assay (Figure 23C, 24C). MUMMIE
identified the correct region, but the Viterbi algorithm only identified the most likely
path, which in this case resulted in choosing one miRNA seed match over the other at
the same location.
A more complicated case of overlapping seed matches can occur with multiple
seed matches staggering over the same region in the group. For example, a PAR-CLIP
group in CLIP1 has 4 different overlapping seed match sites. MUMMIE predicted the
hsa-miR-19b site, but the ectopic expression of the miR-17/92 cluster that encodes miR19b did not result in a knockdown of the CLIP1 3’UTR reporter (Figure 23D, 24D). At
one position further downstream of this target site, there is an 8mer-1A seed match site
for hsa-miR-130b, which showed no down-regulation in the assay. However, this very
same site is also an 8mer-1A seed match to hsa-miR-454 which caused down-regulation
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in the validation assay. This complex example of overlapping miRNA seed matches
demonstrates the limitation of using only seed matches without the sequence 3’ to
miRNA seeds for predictions. Extra 3’ pairing and context information may help
disambiguate miRNA assignments in a case of overlapping sites. Furthermore, using
additional features besides sequence-based features may help improve the accuracy of
predictions in this case.
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Figure 23: Several validated predictions made for the LCL-BAC data set.
Predictions here were obtained from MUMMIE run using top 100 miRNA set with
variance 1.0 for PARalyzer signal track and using conservation. Shown are locations
and MUMMIE scores for predictions in context of PAR-CLIP transition signal peaks.
Seed matches to other miRNAs in the top 100 expressed ones are shown. Note that
hsa-miR-454 is not in the top 100 miRNA set. Refer to Figure 24 for corresponding
luciferase assay results.
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Figure 24: Luciferase assay results for MUMMIE predictions in the LCL-BAC
data set, corresponding to Figure 23 An asterisk indicates results that were obtained
from a previously published study [111]. (A) LY75. (B) ZNF451. (C) CDK2. (D) CLIP1.
(E) Results for a negative control experiment without the 3’UTR construct. (F) Same as
(E) but was obtained from a previous study [111].
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4.2.2 Performance on external data sets
We evaluated MUMMIE performance on external data sets to assess possible
effects that could arise from experimental biases. We used data from Kishore et al., 2011,
where AGO-interaction regions in HEK-293 cells were reported [107]. We specifically
focused on the data sets where the digestion to fragment the RNAs prior to sequencing
was done by micrococcal nuclease (MNase), which has different preference in cut size
from RNase T1 that was used for the LCL-BAC data set. Additionally, their study
reported two replicates that showed variations even with the same experimental setting
and cell line (Table 4). Using these replicates would allow us to further test the
robustness of our model.
Similar to the main study, we built the model on the top expressed miRNA set in
the cell line, and compared predictions for real miRNAs vs shuffled miRNAs. Figure 25
showed that while we do not account for such experimental biases in our model, our
method overall still achieved all of the observed performance trends.
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Table 4: Summary statistics for the three libraries in our analyses. Here, only
UTRs with PARalyzer groups were considered. Number of reads is the number of
reads aligned to any 3’ UTR in any Ensembl annotation (before filtering). Number of
MUMMIE predictions is the number of predicted miRNA target sites (100 miRNAs,
PARalyzer signal variance of 0.01). Predictions within groups include only those
target sites overlapping a PARalyzer group by at least 1 base.
LCL-BAC

MNase-A

MNase-B

number of UTRs

2189

3143

1640

mean UTR length

25941904 22581805 22371828

number of reads

11318

107668

39949

number of PARalyzer read groups

3451

5561

2418

mean group length

32.08.1

50.426.2

44.822.2

number of MUMMIE predictions

2739

6201

2809

number of MUMMIE predictions within

1673

4688

2124

number of TargetScan predictions

57238

63721

33279

number of TargetScan predictions within

1370

7259

2812

groups

groups
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Figure 25: Performance evaluation on all three data sets. (A) Signal-to-noise
ratio vs sensitivity plot for the LCL-BAC cell line. Each point represents 1000
100

shuffling experiments, each of which was based on 50 real and 50 shuffled miRNAs
(re-shuffled for each experiment). (B) Specificity vs sensitivity of the analysis in (A).
(C) Same as (A) but for an external data set: MNase-A. (D) Same as (B) but for the
MNase-A data set. (E) Same as (A) but for the MNase-B data set. (F) Same as (B) but
for the MNase-B data set.

4.3 Prediction of non-canonical target sites
As shown in previous studies and in our analyses, the presence of a perfect seed
match cannot explain all CLIP groups [4,65,86]. For example, in our LCL-BAC data set,
the sensitivity of MUMMIE predictions did not exceed 80% when using non-shuffled
seeds of the top 100 miRNAs. This motivated us to investigate the extent to which
binding with an imperfect seed match might explain the remaining of the CLIP groups.
We focused on a recently proposed class of imperfect targets, namely bulge sites, which
have been suggested to explain over 15% of all HITS-CLIP clusters from mouse brain
[86].
A bulge site is defined as an imperfect seed match with a single nucleotide bulge
in an mRNA region of the seed duplex. This bulge nucleotide can pair with miRNA
position 6 during the initial annealing step, but becomes unpaired in the final duplex.
The nucleation bulge pairing extends the transient annealing duplex, which increases
stability and hence facilitates the final duplex formation. Figure 26 shows a diagram of
bulge site pairing steps when the bulge occurs at mRNA position 5-6 and miRNA
position 6 serves as a pivot nucleotide.
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Figure 26: Nucleation bulge pairing diagram. The top row shows a bulge site’s
nucleation step with pairing at the pivot nucleotide, which yields sufficient stability
to allow the full miRNA-mRNA duplex pairing to occur, and results in the
downstream regulatory effects. The bottom row shows the duplex with no pairing at
the pivot nucleotide

We adapted our model to predict the bulge binding events in groups that lack
7/8-mer perfect seed matches to the expressed miRNAs (e.g. orphan groups). To this
end, we allowed the submodel for a target site to include a single linear chain of seven
states to match the six seed residues plus the bulge nucleotide embedded within the
seed. The nucleotide at the bulge position is complementary to the miRNA position 6
(i.e. pivot nucleotide). In addition to the previously proposed bulge position at mRNA
position 5-6, we also investigated potential bulges at different positions: position 4-5 and
position 3-4. We trained the models to find these bulge sites for any of the top 100
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expressed miRNAs in the cell line, omitting any miRNAs for which the bulge site would
contain a nested 6-mer perfect match to any human or EBV miRNAs in our set.

4.3.1 Evaluation on bulge site predictions
Similar to the analysis on the main MUMMIE prediction, here we compared
proportions of predictions for bulge seeds of top 100 miRNAs vs bulge seeds of shuffled
miRNAs. We computed the signal-to-noise ratio for bulge site predictions with posterior
probability of at least 0.5 from the posterior Viterbi run.
To assess significance of these signal-to-noise ratios, we repeated the experiment
using mock bulge seeds in place of bulge seed of real miRNAs. These mock bulge seeds
were sampled from the original shuffled bulge seed set, and the remaining shuffled
bulge seeds were used to sample for false predictions. The resulting SNR for the mock
bulge seeds vs shuffled bulge seeds serve as a negative control. We performed a onesided Wilcoxon ranked sum test for the two SNR distributions at each posterior
threshold cutoff ranging from 0.5 to 1, and used the Holm-Bonferroni method to
compute the p-value cutoff to determine statistical significance at each posterior
probability threshold.
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Figure 27: Evidence for bulge binding in miRNA targets in the LCL-BAC data
set. (A). Median signal-to-noise ratios for predicted sites with bulge across position 56, at different posterior probability thresholds. At each posterior probability cutoff
(ranging from 0.5 to 1), sites with higher MUMMIE score than the cutoff were counted
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as predictions. To assess the significance of the SNR, we compared the SNRs for the
real vs shuffled bulge sites to the SNRs from a negative control, where shuffled
miRNAs were used in place of bulge sites of the real miRNAs. At each posterior
cutoff, we performed a one-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test (with Holm-Bonferroni
correction) between the SNR distribution of the real set vs the negative control set.
(P<0.005 for all tested posterior thresholds ≥ 0.5) (B) Bulge position 4-5 (corrected
P<0.005 for 0.62 < posterior < 0.93). (C) Bulge prediction 3-4 (corrected P<0.005 for 0.5 ≤
posterior < 0.89).

The bulge models showed the SNR values greater than 1.0 over a wide range of
posterior thresholds, confirming the presence of sites matching the pivoting-pairing
nucleation model not only for bulges at the previously studied location, but also at
additionally investigated locations (Figure 27). On the external data sets, similar trends
were observed, though with some variations (Figure 28). The MNase A library contained
the highest number of binding events and the highest number of potential orphans. In
consequence, this library shows the clearest signal of bulge site presence, in particular
compared to the choppy appearance in the MNase B set, which contained the lowest
number of binding events among all evaluated libraries (cf. Table 5).
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Figure 28: Evidence for bulge binding in miRNA targets in the external data
sets. Similar to Figure 27, we computed the median SNR of bulge sites of real
miRNAs vs shuffled miRNAs and assessed the significance by comparing with a
negative control set. (A). Signal-to-noise ratios for predicted sites with bulge across
position 5-6 for the MNase A data set. (B) Bulge across position 5-6 for the MNase B
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data set. (C) Bulge across position 4-5 for the MNase A data set. (D) Bulge across
position 4-5 for the MNase B data set. (E) Bulge across position 3-4 for the MNase A
data set. (F) Bulge across position 3-4 for the MNase B data set.

We investigated two different sets of criteria for the orphan groups that are used
in bulge site prediction: groups lacking any 7-mer or 8-mer perfect seed matches to
expressed miRNAs, or without MUMMIE predictions for 6/7/8-mer sites. We call the
former subset of groups “seed match orphans”, which are what users may define
without the use of MUMMIE, while we define the latter set “MUMMIE orphans”. For
the LCL-BAC data set, the seed match orphan set makes up about 25% of PAR-CLIP
groups, and the MUMMIE orphan set covers about 23% of the groups. About 12% of the
original groups are overlaps between both orphan sets.
Each of the three bulge models was run separately to obtain bulge site
predictions. When we looked at the pooled bulge site predictions for the consistently
identified orphan groups (i.e. overlaps between the two orphan sets), all 3 bulge types
covered about 15-20% of the orphan groups. This corresponds to 1-2% of the total PARCLIP groups, which is consistent across multiple PAR-CLIP libraries obtained with
different digestion protocols (Table 5; Figure 29). The proportion of bulge sites here is
much lower than the proposed proportion of the original study using HITS-CLIP data
[86].
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Table 5: percentage of orphan groups and bulge site predictions
% groups

% orphans with

% groups with

as orphans

bulge pred.

bulge pred.

1. groups without 7/8mer seed match

24.9

15.3

3.8

2. groups with no MUMMIE’s main

23.4

13.3

3.1

11.5

14.8

1.7

1. groups without 7/8mer seed match

68.8

36.5

25.1

2. groups with no MUMMIE’s main

10.7

22.1

2.4

8.2

20.5

1.7

1. groups without 7/8mer seed match

12.9

22.4

2.9

2. groups with no MUMMIE’s main

9.0

16.1

1.5

5.4

15.4

0.8

LCL-BAC data set (3451 groups)

prediction
3. overlap between set 1 and set 2
MNase-A data set (5561 groups)

prediction
3. overlap between set 1 and set 2
MNase-B data set (2418 groups)

prediction
3. overlap between set 1 and set 2
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Figure 29: Diagrams of orphan sets and bulge site predictions. (A) LCL-BAC
data set. Seed match orphans are groups lacking 7mer or 8mer perfect seed matches to
the expressed miRNAs. MUMMIE orphans are groups without MUMMIE’s perfect
site predictions to the top 100 miRNA set. Red circle indicates orphan groups with
bulge site predictions of any of the three bulge locations. (B) MNase A data set. (C)
MNase B data set.

Figure 30 shows some examples of bulge site predictions from the consistently
identified orphan sets. Some of the PAR-CLIP groups with bulge site predictions here
also contain a 6-mer perfect seed match to other miRNAs in the cell line, though none
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was a 6-mer seed match to the top 100 miRNAs, or was in close proximity to the
PARalyzer signal peak.

Figure 30: Examples of bulge site predictions for the three bulge positions.
Shown are the bulge site location on a PARalyzer signal plot and the diagram of seed
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duplex pairing. An asterisk indicates a pivot nucleotide in the miRNA (A) example
for bulge at position 5-6. (B) bulge at position 4-5. (C) bulge at position 3-4.

4.4 Discussion
Our findings demonstrated the benefits of transcriptomic assays over de novo
sequence analyses for identifying miRNA target sites. As shown in our comparison with
TargetScan—which does not incorporate experimental binding evidence—our method
outperformed in both accuracy and coverage of prediction. We also demonstrated the
principled modeling techniques that leverage transcriptomic evidence over an ad hoc use
of the binding data. By jointly modeling multiple relevant features, the HMM provides
for a finer discrimination between true and decoy sites, while at the same time allows for
prediction of shorter seed match sites (6-mer) without sacrificing the accuracy.
The key strength of our method is that the multivariate probabilistic modeling
framework is able to simultaneously incorporate and balance the importance of multiple
features for target prediction. This provides us with flexibility to choose the desired
compromise between sensitivity and specificity, and to model different classes of seed
matches. Although our integrative approach to predict miRNA target sites exhibits
improvements in accuracy, incorporating additional features may further help improve
our model, and may help discern more complicated cases, such as multiple overlapping
target sites as shown in Figure 23D. Possible features for inclusion include: target site
accessibility, duplex formation outside the seed region, and expression levels of both
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miRNAs and mRNAs. In addition, a more thorough exploration of the parameter space
of our model may yield additional improvement.
Our analyses showed supporting evidence of non-canonical bulge sites as bound
targets. Our model can easily be extended to predict additional non-canonical seed types
such as centered sites [45]. Predictions of imperfect sites with more relaxed positional
pairing rules, such as 3’ compensatory sites [116], are also achievable, but would likely
require additional scoring schemes for the quality of the pairing. One point of
consideration is whether different target types exhibit different transition patterns,
which have been observed in the binding data of other RNA binding proteins [4].
Another possible aspect for future work includes investigating of how our
modeling framework performs on data generated by other recent CLIP protocols, such
as iCLIP [67]. Additionally, as noted in a previous study [92], CLIP assays may differ
from expression change analyses using transfection experiments in terms of identified
targets, as well as informative features for the target identification. This is due to the
nature of the assays where CLIP identifies direct interaction, which may or may not
result in full downstream effects, while expression change analyses quantify the final
outcome of the regulation, and may miss regulations with more subtle downstream
effects. Using CLIP data in combination with data from transfection-based assays may
provide complementary evidence to improve the predictions, and cover targets with
different modes of targeting. Besides assessing regulatory effects at the mRNA level,
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CLIP data can also be used in combination with high-throughput methods that quantify
genome-wide changes at the protein level. These proteomics data would provide
additional details for more thorough understanding of miRNA-based gene regulation.
Even though global profiling of AGO CLIP data proves beneficial to study
miRNA-based gene regulation and improves miRNA target prediction, the current
protocols profile interactions of a population of cells as well as of transcripts. The
resulting interaction profile is therefore an average effect, rather than information about
binding on a single molecule. Improvements in experimental protocols would be crucial
to help achieve the individual level of interaction. Additional experimental
improvements can be used to reduce biases that may occur from the amplification of the
pulled-down mRNAs. Since PCR amplifies different sequences with different efficiency,
the read abundance profile may be affected. Adding random barcodes to the original
RNAs [117] can help minimize the biases. Nevertheless, methods that enable direct
identification without amplification are still needed for quantitative comparison of
occupancy at individual binding sites, as well as an accurate quantification of occupancy
in less abundant transcripts. These points exemplify the equal importance in improving
quality and scope of biological study to accompany improvements in computational
model prediction in order to help achieve the goals of better understanding gene
regulation by miRNAs.
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4.5 Additional methods
4.5.1 Data sets
Three AGO2 PAR-CLIP libraries were used in this study. For the main
evaluations, we used a lymphoblastoid cell line infected with Epstein-Barr virus strain
B95-8, and treated with double-T1 digestion (“LCL-BAC“: GEO GSE41437) [111]. Two
external data sets were biological replicates from HEK-293 cells with MNase for RNA
digestion: MNase-A (GEO GSM714646) and MNase-B (GEO GSM714647) [107].

4.5.2 Data preparation
We followed the same procedures for all data sets that we used in our analyses.
First, the PAR-CLIP data were processed by the PARalyzer software [65] to generate
sequences of continuous values that represent relative frequencies of T-to-C transition as
an effect of AGO-interaction. This continuous sequence is referred to as the “signal
track”, which is used as MUMMIE input. The PARalyzer signal track for a complete
UTR generally has a zero value at most positions except at the bound regions. These
non-zero regions, which have aligned deep-sequencing reads, are called “group” [65].
PARalyzer also identifies a smaller region called “cluster”, which covers positions with a
higher signal T-to-C transition than the background estimate. Clusters therefore occur
within groups. Using clusters as opposed to groups allowed PARalyzer to identify
multiple interaction sites that are in close enough to one another that their aligned reads
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overlap, creating one merged group with multiple T-to-C transition peaks. In such
scenario of multiple interaction sites, a fixed-window strategy as employed in [4] would
only identify one peak and hence may miss other interaction sites.
Since MUMMIE models the PARalyzer signal values and can account for
multiple peaks, it can predict multiple sites in one group without needing to predefine
boundary for each peak. Additionally, by modeling the signal and sequence biases, a
high resolution can be achieved without the need to use clusters instead of groups. On
the other hand, using clusters may limit the identification of miRNA target sites in AGObound regions where Uracils are depleted right around the interaction site. Because of
all these reasons, we chose to use PAR-CLIP groups instead of clusters in our analyses.
For miRNA target prediction, we considered only genomic intervals annotated
by ENSEMBL (version 58) [118] as a 3’ untranslated regions (3’UTR). If a gene has
multiple annotated transcript isoforms, we used the longest sequence of the 3’UTR. Prior
to running MUMMIE, we normalized signal of individual groups to ensure that the
maximum signal value for each group is 1.0, and to help control for differing binding
affinities, mRNA expression levels, and other biases. MUMMIE was run on the full
3’UTRs.
For the LCL-BAC data set, the miRNA set used for prediction is based on small
RNA deep-sequencing data of the same culture [111]. For the external MNase data sets,
we used the miRNA set of the same cell line that was reported in a previous study [4].
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4.5.3 Inference algorithms
To predict miRNA target sites, MUMMIE computes probability of hidden states
given the observations (RNA sequence, conservation, and PARalyzer signal). This is
referred to as an inference problem, which can be carried out in MUMMIE using either
Viterbi decoding, posterior decoding, or a combination of the two.
Viterbi decoding identifies the most probable path through the HMM states for
the observed multivariate sequence. If the most probable path contains the metastate,
the occurrence is interpreted as prediction for a miRNA target site. The model setup has
a unique path for each of the seven seed match types, so the seed types can be identified
by the set of states the path goes through. The exact miRNA seed sequence can be
identified by the emitted sequence for the RNA channel. In case of multiple miRNAs
sharing the same (nested) seed, all are listed as the potential binding miRNA.
Posterior decoding computes probability of the HMM being in a certain state at a
certain time (i.e. position in the sequence in our case). For miRNA target identification,
we are interested in the probability of the machine being in the target site state at a
certain position in the sequence. This essentially scores all seed matches in the UTR, but
each seed match will have a different posterior probability of being a target.
Additionally, MUMMIE also computes the posterior probability that any miRNAs bind
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within an 8-mer interval by summing posterior probability of all binding modes within
the interval.
Finally, MUMMIE supports a combination of posterior and Viterbi decoding via
the posterior Viterbi algorithm [119], where emission and transition probabilities in the
Viterbi algorithm are replaced with posterior probabilities. This gives the most probable
path with a posterior probability score. All of the analyses in this chapter used this
algorithm.

4.5.4 Model training
For the present work, training was largely unsupervised. For the RNA sequence,
the emissions for the target site state were set to allow only the miRNA seeds of interest
via the use of 7th-order dependencies. The emission probabilities for non-target states
were trained via the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm for the entire UTR,
resulting in the distribution in Table 6.
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Table 6: Zeroth-order emission parameters of non-seed states. Flank states
(active in PARalyzer groups) exhibit elevated AT-richness. The peak state, trained on
the single peak nucleotide in each PARalyzer group, overwhelmingly prefers to emit
a T residue.
state

A

C

G

T

background signal (state1)

0.28

0.21

0.21

0.31

flank (states 2,4,6)

0.32

0.23

0.10

0.36

peak (state 3)

0.02

0.01

0.01

0.96

The PARalyer signal is modeled via a four-component Gaussian mixture to
essentially reflect different regions of PARalyzer curve: background, area flanking
peaks, peaks, and binding sites. The emission probabilities have set mean values based
on our desire to have these states match the respective regions of an idealized
PARalyzer signal: 1 for peaks, 0.5 for flanking regions and target sites, and 0 outside
groups. We used a single variance value for the PARalyzer signal. This variance was
varied in our analysis to allow for trade-offs between sensitivity and quality of
predictions. As shown in Figure 21 (light blue curve), at low variance, the model
predicted many sites and yielding higher sensitivity, while high variance (e.g. 1.0) led to
a decrease in the number of predicted sites.
For the conservation channel, the variance was trained manually on a held-out
set of training data by observing the resulting sensitivity × SNR curves at different
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settings and selecting the value that produced the curve with the highest overall SNR.
The mean value was set to 3.0 for the target metastate and 0 elsewhere.
In this work, all covariances were set to 0.

4.5.5 Evaluation specifics
4.5.5.1 Shuffling experiment
We computed signal-to-noise ratio, sensitivity, and specificity for predictions of
top set of expressed miRNAs and their shuffled miRNAs. Shuffled miRNAs were
created as described in [120], and screened for only those with expected seed match
frequency in PAR-CLIP groups within 15% deviation of the original miRNA. The signalto-noise ratio, specificity, or sensitivity was an average over 1,000 runs, each of which
sampled one shuffle miRNA for each original miRNA.

4.5.5.2 Comparison with TargetScan
We used TargetScan release 6.1 to compute prediction set, context+ score, and
branch length score for our analysis. A 23-way alignment of our 3’UTR set was used,
and miRNAs were evaluated individually. For TargetScan’s performance evaluation, we
computed signal-to-noise ratios of top expressed vs shuffled miRNA sets, at varying
total context+ score cutoff. Branch length scores were used as described in to determine
if the target site is conserved for the TargetScan evaluations. TargetScan only considers
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three seed match types as targets: 8mer-1A, 7mer-1A, and 7mer-m8, which covers out 3
out of 7 seed match types that we used in our main analyses on perfect seed match sites.
This means TargetScan package does not predict sites other than these three types as a
target, and branch length score computations only count these three seed match types.

4.5.5.3 Branch length score
We used TargetScan’s branch length score as conservation evidence in our
model. Branch length score is a sum of the length of all branches of a phylogenetic tree
where the seed match is also present in the multi-species sequence alignment.
TargetScan accounts for effects of overall conservation rate among UTRs on the target
site’s conservation score by building different evolutionary tree for different subset of
UTRs with similar basal conservation rate [81]. This essentially adjusts the branch length
score to reflect the functional conservation of the target site, which makes branch length
score a better choice than PhastCons score.
When multiple sites with non-zero branch length scores overlap, we use the
average value of branch length scores for that position.

4.5.5.4 Bulge site analysis
We investigated different locations for pivot nucleotide in bulge site pairing.
Bulge type 1 has miRNA position 6 as pivot position (bulge occurs at mRNA position 5120

6), as proposed in previous study [86], bulge type 2 has pivot nucleotide at position 5
(bulge at mRNA position 4-5), and bulge type 3 has pivot nucleotide at position 4 (bulge
at mRNA position 3-4). Bulge seed match is defined as a site where pairing can occur
from position 2 to the pivot position in the nucleation step, then the base that paired
with the pivot nucleotide becomes the bulge in the final duplex. In other words, bulge
seed match is a perfect seed match to miRNA position 2-7 with a bulge nucleotide
insertion that can pair with the pivot nucleotide. For bulge type 2 evaluation and
prediction, we excluded bulge seed match to original miRNA with the same nucleotide
at position 5 and 6, which means its pairing in the in the nucleation step could extend
one more position and this site would essentially be the same bulge seed match as in
type 1. Similarly, seeds for bulge type 3 analysis did not include bulge seeds that can
extend to be bulge type 2.
Similar to the main prediction for perfect seed matches, we computed signal-tonoise ratios of bulge site prediction for real vs decoy bulge seeds. Here, we excluded the
bulge seeds that share a 6-mer sequence with any human or EBV miRNAs to avoid
nested bulge prediction to real miRNA seeds. This means not every seed in the top 100
miRNA set will remain in our bulge seed set. We sampled one shuffled bulge seed per
each bulge seed that passed the screen, trained the model, obtained prediction, and
repeated this experiment 1000 times. The median SNR was used in the SNR plots.
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4.5.5.5 Luciferase assay
The protocols for the new experimental validation are as follows.
Culture of 293T cells were maintained in Dulbecco's modified eagle's medium
(DMEM) which was supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and antibiotics.
The miRNA expression plasmids contain ~200 nucleotides of the primary miRNA
cloned from genomic DNA into pLCE at XhoI/XbaI. Expression of the miRNA was
confirmed using indicator assays as previously described [111] (data not shown).
Luciferase reporter assays were carried out as previously described [111].
Briefly, 293T cells were co-transfected in 24-well plates with 1 ug miRNA expression
vector (pLCE-miRNA), 12 ng pL-GL3-3'UTR, and 12 ng pL-renillla using Fugene 6
(Promega) according to manufacturer's instructions. Lysates were harvested 48-72 hrs
post-transfection and assayed for luciferase activity using the dual luciferase reporter
assay kit (Promega).
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5. Conclusion and future directions

In this dissertation, I have investigated the usefulness of including duplex
formation features and direct binding evidence for miRNA target identification. Our
results showed that energy features of the duplex formation step are significantly
correlated with miRNA-induced genome-wide expression change at both mRNA and
protein levels. Our energy-based model yielded enrichment of highly down-regulated
genes in the top predictions, and compared well against other target prediction tools.
Our findings indicated a significant promise for energy-based miRNA target prediction
that includes a broader range of targets without having to use conservation or impose
stringent seed match rules.
I have demonstrated that incorporating the site-level direct interaction data
improved the accuracy of the prediction over a target prediction tool that uses only
sequence and context features. Our probabilistic model framework that incorporates
PAR-CLIP data with other features improves specificity and coverage of the prediction,
while at the same time provides flexibility in adjusting trade-offs between quality and
quantity of the prediction to accommodate the preferences of the end user. This model
specification allows us to provide a more flexible and accurate paradigm with additional
flexibility to incorporate additional features as new data sources arise. We hope in the
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future to extend this model to predict more classes of non-canonical and imperfect
binding sites.
While we have made advancements in target prediction by extending beyond
strict seed match requirements and have included additional context features, many
additional avenues for improving miRNA target prediction remain. Improving and
extending our model by including data such as mRNA and miRNA sequence abundance
would allow possible future advancements. In addition, a thorough investigation of
differential regulations by miRNAs that share the 5’ seed but differ in the 3’ sequence, as
in the case of viral miRNA orthologs to human miRNAs, may help improve our
understanding of miRNA-based gene regulations.
One largely ignored, yet equally important area of research for improving
miRNA target identification includes extending identification to miRNA target sites
outside the 3’UTRs [121,122]. As shown in AGO-interaction data, a large number of
bound regions were in coding regions or 5’UTRs [4,111,123]. Predicting target sites in
regions such as the coding sequence is likely to require extensions to the model to
include features that underline specific properties of these regions such as codon
conservation and features that affect ribosome occupancy and translation rates.
Predictions of miRNA targets so far have not accounted for other RNA binding
proteins that play an important part in post-transcriptional gene regulation. These
proteins may affect the regulation by miRNA by interfering with miRNA target binding,
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changing the local secondary structure surrounding target site, or interacting with
proteins in RISC. Modeling such involvements is not a trivial task and will present a
challenge in a next phrase of the study on miRNA-based gene regulation.
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Appendix

Figure S1: Enrichment of bona fide targets within top predicted target sets for
the 5-miRNA set. Similar to Figure 10, but all five miRNAs were used to train the
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model and included in the enrichment analysis. (A) all 4-mer sites were used (B) with
a 6-in-8 site filter (C) with a 6-mer site filter.

Figure S2: Comparison of the energy-based model to PITA for the 5 miRNA
data sets. Similar to Figure 12, but 5 miRNA data sets were used in model training and
enrichment analysis.
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